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PADUCAH. KY.. WEDNESDAY EVENING, MANCH 25. 1908 TEN CENTS PEN WEEK
DATA FOR TARIFF Con,gressional Primary is Called CIVIL STRIFE IS BENTON MECCA OF MEN ON HORSEBACK
REVISION URGED by First District Democrats to REPUBLIC'S CHIEF TODAY, ACCORDING TO REPORTS FROM
IN THIS MESSAGE Select Candidate Saturday, May 30 VISIBLE DANGER BETWEEN RIVERS, THEIR RENDEZVOUS.
President Tells Congress What
Legislation is Urgent at
This Session.
Anti-Trust Law Amendment
Must be Icaseted.
HOPele Ftilt 41 lilteles'e BILL.
Washington, 41.Sreh 25,-- President
Roosevelt teday sent the follewtee
message to cengruss concerning testis
lateen urgent at this session.;
To the Senate and House of Reim-
am:natives:
I call your atietatton to certain neeer
urea as to which 1 think there should
be action by the congress before the
close of. the present session. There is
ample Line for their consideration. As
regards moat if not all of the matters.
bills Moe been introdueed into one or
ti... other of the two battens, and. it la
not too much to hope that action well
he take one way or the other on
insets bills at the present emission. In
no meesage at the opening of the
itteeetreseselon and. Indeed. In %me-
wls- messages to previous congresses-4.
I base repeatedly suggested melon on
nine' of thew-.
/Ow lah'ir sheet(' be prohibited
throughout tee nation. at least a
mode: child-labor bel should be pate-
cd for the Mattel of Columbia. It Is
nt fortunate that in the one place
eserly dependent Upon congress for
--44...4einthsrWo*-i-lettertrannstrftr1W-forhur
whatever to protect children by for-
tedding or regulating thelr
I renew my r scommendadIon for
the immediate-re-enactment of an em-
ployers' natality taw, drawn to con-
fetti) to the recent decision of the su-
preme court Within the IItuta indi-
cated by Ula court. the law.iihngkI, be
las& thorough and compiehenelve,
and the protection it affords should
embrace every clean of Ormakeye to
which the power of-the menswears catt
fee 'end
In ateittien in a liability law pro-
I yens the employes of eommon us' -
rent. the gevernnpnt should show its
wood faith by. enacting a-efurther law
pevIng Compensation Wets own em,
ployee for injury or death Incurred tn
es rendre It Is a remotest) to us as
a nation that le both Pik& and states
legislation we have afforded lefts Pile'
tee-eon to public and private employes
than any industrial country In the
world.
I also urge that action be taken
along the. line of the recommends-
tone I hate already made concerning
injusetions In laber disputes. No
temporary restraining order should
It issued le* any: court without notice.
and the malting for a permanent in-
junction upon which such teniperar
restraining order tom bi•ell Issued
ehould he hard by the court Issuing
the same -within a retutonahle time
ass, not to etered a week or there-
abouts from the' date when the. order
was Weed, it is worth considerinp
ueether It would not give greater
popular confidently in the impartiality
of sentences for contempt If it was
required that the tome should be de-
cided by another judge than the olie
Meeting the injunction. except where
the sontempt is committed in the pm-
enee of the court, or In other ease of
urgenc7.
again call attention to the urgent
need of amending the interatate cone
mere, law and eissecially the anti-
trust law along dee lime indicated in
•my last mensal/IA -.The Interetate now
mere* law should be emended tat as
to give rattroadit the right to Make.
arriff agreements, sinbject to these
arreentents being approved by the ire
terstate eommereft commission and
published in all of their details. 'The
commission should Woo be given it..
Power to make public and to imps
upon the Issuance of all securfilea
hereafter issued by railroads doing an
Intecatate comment business
A law should 'be passed Prosiiliof
in -erect that when a federal court no-
• terminals to place a elinurann earlier
or other public utility conc'en under
the control of a receivership. the at.
torney-general should have the right
to nominate at least one of tee re-
•
IC-with 'nod fin pile seven./
MUM. RAKE'S AUTO
STRIKE% %THEW CAN
Mrs. C. N Baker, ill t .1 teeniest
sheet, while out enuring( In her auto-
mobile this moment, struck a How-
lateltown, car, in Fourth it tol lefrer.
son streets Mrs. Baker sae the e'er
coming and tried to apply the hrak•
but le her eelternent applied on.
that was broken The ante ran an
font of the ear and *as knocked
Anent ten feet, but no rearms damage
v.pp. den. Mrs tinker was nota la•
pired Iii tilts' least The Auer was takes
to deo obey for MONO
Committee Will Meet Here,
April l.S to Close Entries if
Only One-North Dakota for
Bryan.
•
Princeton. Ky.. March 25.-(Spe-
- The First congresekmal die-
trice Democratic committee met here
this mowing In 'response to the call
of the chairman and called a primary
for May 30 to nominate a candidate
for congress. Nominations for the
primary wet close April 14. The
committee will meet again April le
at Paducah. and if the report shows
that only one name was prevented
LFA/P(41.1)
Iteuseela, Manic 21%. - Ithsg
Leopold Is mew admitted by his
physicians to be In a serious con.
ditien, suffering a geewne tweak-
doe le He is PAW lee IIIP• changing
inte a chikilish old insalid.
HILL NOT ACCEPTABLE
Common Oronnd for Peace.
Lab ir and Capital. at War
With Each Other. Might Find
Violence of Tobacco Troubles
I Recalls Ancient History.
EEENVI'
Vesshington. Marcli 2e.--An Intl- ,
mat Ion has reached the state depart-
ment from the embassy at Berlin that ;
the appointment of Dr. David Jayne ; (Staff Correspondence.)
till: as Ambassador Toween successor! Washington, D. C. March 25.-
may uot be entirety acceptable to Peace: when .long continued in any
before April 14, the primary will he German people. No reasons are given country, has always operated against-
nuor will the state department attnit a strong national spirit. lit the Unitedrecalled and the eourmittee will mune
that the matter has been put in offie States the absence of any exteriornat..
'clal fortn. Recently Germany semi- 'condition calling for united and bar-There was a full attendance In per. i tied its approval of Hill. who tie 'monious nationel exertions. has result.son and by prosy today, and the!' later to the Hague. ,ed in a heterogeneous state of Publicwas a. quorum present in person. 'opinion that makes the nation pecu-
ON FOREIGN POLICY
Hun. 011at James. Mr. James Lemon. KikiEws Aft) MJXI Temeripai iiarly uncertain .in te fereten- policy•of Mayfield: lion. E. Barry, of Ben- 
I A strong national spirit dependston; W. A. Berry, of Paducah, and beano Greek for Visit to Vertu and 'upon some overshadowing questionother prominent Democrats of the !Inds ItIlee,e b Spoken. which unites all the citizenship into aFirst district were in attendance. 1
011ie James wir have no opposition Berlin. March 2.; -emperor WE-
for renomination. ham and the empress, accompanied
by Prince August. their fourth son,
HARD TO SUIT.
New York, March 2.1.-The
Better • Times asesuciation, incor-
porated, established office's here
today, preparing tee imeume the
task of restoring business to its
highest levehe In literature
which aeon will be sent out,
Preeident Roosevelt, Taft and
Bryan are objected to as presi-
dential candidates, because pros-
perity and politics go hand in
hated. lemweevelt is objected- to
became" Of his egotism and siren.
uoteity; Taft because he is Weise-
velrit appointee Bryan because
of his eitona." President Heine
King mays that sevend Inteedred
million postal cards wIlbe Seale
ed out in a pelmet time.
ANOTHER SUBMITS
IN POLICE COURT
Deputy United States Marshal, Accom-
panied by Two Soldiers Serve Sum-
monses on Lyon County Citizens to
Appear Before Marshall Jury.
Judge William Reed Reconvenes Body
at Benton Today to Investigate Raid on
Birmingham, When John Scruggs
Was Killed by Night Riders.
According ta reports from "Be-tweet) the Rivers" forty night rideat.
the nucleus of a band of 200 formed near Kuttawa last night foe the
, entrPose of riding into Benton today to make a deMenstration before flee ,
grand jury that is Investigating the rale on Birmisibien. Marshall teeete.
when John Scruggs, the aged eolored man, was killed and six others were
IN BAWDY CASES 
,ounEde!sti
bod Neel, deputy United ezetee marshal, summonsed ten mea of
°may. between the Cumberland and Tennessee rivers, suppoeed to
• eibers of the night rider bent Two of the list: Heron Lady, whore
. Abouts are unknown, ant NVIll Blink, who was in BIrminghan,, wereIllinois Democrats. and Princess Victoria. their daughter. into an infinite variety of sects, or- , Fannie Hart confessed to tonduct- ,feund.Chicago.. March ee. The Demo leave tomorrow for Corfu. where the
,r,Atie state convention will he held at emperor is to spend his vacation.
tier ngneld Aprfl 23 . Among the kaiser's guests Is Captain
The county central committee will Von Reheur-Pasha az, fornierly Ger-
select or determine the manuer of the man naval attache at Washington.
selection or deiesates to the national now adjutant to his majesty. In the
convention along lined adi'anced by !bier that modern 'Greek is the lan-
Bryan._ guage Mk- Corfu the captain spent
-
Dakota for Rano. When he discovered his error he took
Grand Forks, N. D., March 25. - up the study of Italian.
TItte Trerneverat EatarC - -convert-MB Tn 
_
domed Bryan for president andBurke EDDVVILLE WV ESCAPES
for another term as governor. VIt0M-HosIE Volt WHIPPING.
!timely l'ispged.
Pros I teams- .R. Lwa...Mtanqii
Rhode Island Republicans • in state
convention tomorrow will, It Is prae
Really derided, clereo-e an unihstruet-
ed, unpledited delegate for the Chi-
cago- rouvent Ion.'
OIL CO. LOSES
-
'Mel R. Davis. of Edell dile, was here
;tedaejetejtjeg for hie 14-year-o14 son,
who 'ran away front home yesterday
and when last heard from was at the
Union Station in Paducah. The father
said his boy ran away became' he had
been punished for playing truant.
CALEB POWERS ILL
Austin, Tex., March 33.--The ill- Lexington. Ky., March 2A.-Caleb
preine eourt denied the Waters-Pierce' Powers Is dangerously ill in George-
Oil company a rehearing In the ouster town. He he threatened with typhoid
This is the last step in the I fever,
Texas mune.
 - I -The Paducah Medical and Buret-
-Mr. C. N. Baker. of the Noahe eat society will meet tomorrow night
%rk store* ice-offering with a Mull% in the reeee • oe Dm Reddlck and
Inflamed hand caused by injuring his Lighefoth for the purpose of adopting
and on a rusty nail by -111611.
FIRE CAPTAINS ARE INSPECTING ALL
BUILDINGS IN CITY AS TO CONDITIONS
So That They Will Know HOWFRANK B. LOOMIS
to Proceed in Fighting Fires
I. Any District.
All the bestness houset. in the city
will he inspected by the captains of
the fire cohipanies, and report, made
on the eondition of the buildings and
suggestions as to how the fire. should
be emelt should an Olsten be given
Ceiptain John Slaughter, of station
No. 3. Is working on his territory, at
preient, but In another week be will
finish, and Captain Joe Conine, 01
Central statlaw, will begin the work
of inspecting in the business district.
Flitch report will contain the name of
the crectipant and owner of the build
lig. how it is wired, and the amount
of explosives in the building.
Every night the reports are hand-
ed in to Fire Chief .himes Wood, who
has four copies made and one- Is given
to each captain of the four elation.
Knelt captain, reeds over the reports
of the other districts, and with a littlia
study every captain In the city has a
working knowledge of every business
house In the city and how to fight the
lire. All the firemen are welenme to
read the reports. W, J. MacPherson,,
city electrical inspsicter. reads over
the reports and if any of the buildings
are noted in bad condition he visits
the business house 'and inspects the
wiring. The P)stelll (11f)arpeetion
Pert. is followed In the large anal,
and Is an advantage to Paducah's
good Ire department.
Grain Market. -
SI 1 ,t) II IP, 5 I) , V141 rub Witeat,
Agri sore, 64 oats, SO. +PIP-
IS COMM1SSIONR
TO TOKIO'S EXPO.
Washington. March 25. -The pres-
ident decided to appoint former As-
sistant Secretary o' State Frark B.
Loomis commissioner general of the
United States to the Tokio expoaltioo
of 11113. The -petition will pay $6..
Doe annually and will be created as
soon as congress wires the half mil-
lion appropriation for our- participa-
tion In the Japanese exposition.
CHIEF WOOD'S ESCAPE
Firs Chief Jame!' Wood had a nar-
row escape item having his head
cracked bpen yesterday afteanoon. in
front of the car bairns at Fourteenth
street and Broadway. Chief Wood
was Milling hot soldering Irons UP
to the top of • telegraph -pole for a
wo-flalian who was doing some repair
work: The man on the pole let one
of the Irons-drop and It hit the chief
on top cif the head, cutting a gash
about three !rates long. Dr. Horace
Rigors bad to take several stitches te
close the wound. Chief Wood's hat
protected his bead. The iron felt
&beet 26 feet and weighs about 0111'
sad • belt pounds.
BANNERMAN DYING
Leaden, March 35.-Pretakir Camp
i 5ssti.s elerelopeg a settees
elleh b
•
common cause. But no such mjestion
eunfronte or has confronted the Unit-
ed States of recent years and the
effect has been to divele its citizens
ganizatiops and movements' each foe sing a bawdy house and selling liquor
lowing resolutely Its own course and ;without a license, and was this morn-
each. esteeming the other to he it,. :leg fined $2e in each case in police
,mortat enemy, Labor is at daggers* lceurt. The cases Of -Mollie Nief, of
points with ca-pital; producers are at Hiets Kentucky avenue, on both eharg-
wet- with manufacturers and consume. ice were continued until March SA.
'era; individuatlem opposes etnelifte-ru, Siee -is- reps-eget-OM by 'NI-Toney Hal
and anarchy opposes both: while to. !Corbett. Mollio-Nief was one of the
- eporeeneeerenemernelairestineer-dergentetref trintererretrwourr 'her
citizens have arisen, to divide our na- .Injunction agienst operating bawdy
-, a
'R uI-Ions hose-against 'their and to con_ Penises at certain- numbers, and prob-
sequently weaken the nation for ably will fight the case.
'vigorous national POEM The order in circuit court abating
1 So sharp have become these differ- nuisancesalong Kentucky avende was
ences between great bodies of Amen. (made April le, 1904, but was not ef-
t
can citizens, that shou:d a war come feetIve until leceeniber I. 1906, when
upon the country which agibor thessititt it was to be enforced, t:me being
had been preeipitated by capital for glven to enable the women to seek
its seitio, interests, the hater, reta_ other locations or dispose of their
tion's between them would make such property. According to the police.
,a war extremely hazardous through a Aenie Cox, Mollie Grooms and Mollie
Nief are the only ones that did notlack of united effort. While if labor
vacate, and they continue to make
their habitation at the places named
in the injunction, ,which specifieally
provides that they shall not be used
as places of prostitution while under
tech. "occupation or control."
Ella Howe, who pleaded guilty and
was fined, occupies a different house
from any of those named In the order.
She was forbidden to run a resort at
9243 and moved around on Ninth
street adjoining the Chandler saloon.
Alta Rogers, who was fined yester-
day. occupies the house at 1011,
which Luella Agnew was 'forbidden to
run. This house was divided 'and
made into two apartments.
The Cox and Redman place has so-
cerding to a sign In front, been run
as a boarding and lodgingahmtne.
(Continued on Page Three.)
Rhodes Scholar Drowsed.
Oxford, England. March 25.-
Ralph C. Many. a Rhodes scholar from
New Orelans, La., at Oxford, was
washed off the rocks abd drowned at
Port Isaac, Cornwall,
Ralph C. Many secured his appoint-
ment to Oxford In 1905. He was a
student at Queens. .e peculiar coimi
deuce 4-4 the feet that A. K. Read.
1904 Rhodes scho!arship 'learn Louise-
ana, died in March, 1906, from men-
ingitis.
THE JOINER CHILDREN
Walter Joiner, who ha been des-
perately el at the Home of the Friend
less, is steadily improving and his
recovery is assured. He and his twin
brother. John, will be given a good
home in the country together as %Son
as Walter is quite well. The boys arc'
e4 years of age. For the two girls
next in age. Ida. it• years old, and
011ie, it years, good homes have been
secured in the e:ty. •elt is probable
that one will be adopted by a family
who have no children. This will leave
only two tr the Joiner family at the
Home. The children' _are quite in-
terested In their prospective new
Minas. and especially attending school
None of them has ever seen inside a
school rootn.
BOARD OF HEALTH
DESIRES TO FILL
UP ALL OLD WELLS
The board of health at the meeting
yesterday afternoon decided to ask
fer legislation, permitting the employ-
ment of four unitary Inspectors be
complete the apteng city cleaning
within three weeks, and for authority
to fill up dangerous wells tln the city.
City refuse and contaminated water
drop Into and percolate into the wells
and doctors consider them the tkne
prevalent source of typhoid fever in
exeteure in nearly all cities wells
are filled itie and it Is desired here
before the- extremely warm weather
sets in During this high water It 14
possible to get refuse into the river
channel, but when the water subside,
the Rats will be te3r muddy for the
pmesage of wagons to the ever, ao the
lit department denims to burry up
' Those summorsed are Oecar Bonner. John Prescott, Ford Willcox. *,Toss Dodds, -Mark WIckett, Fred Lady. Ed Fox, Jobe fox, Jobe lAdY .
I lai. Champion. Monday was apt-c: try the marshal along the Cumber-
. I ever. and Tuesday along the Teneessee. He was accompaned by two
1 -eldlers all the way. They were on the lookout for four wounded men.
e.. wile a hole through Ws e_ar., one-with a wound in his neck, and the
rehers with body. wounds. They found noN. ;
BURLEY DEAL IS NOT
AUTHENTIC, REPORT
• 
'Louisville, Ky.. March 25.-(itpe-
cial.)-All information that/can he
gained here, at Lexington addtet Win-
chester is to the effect ehet,the *re-
port late yesterday attention .0 a
deal for burley tobacco la untrue.
LUNATIC WOUNDS A
DAVIESS CO. DEPUTY
Owensboro, Ky , March 25. (Spe-
cia1.1- -James Weir, a deputy. sheriff,
was seriously wounded by Joe Hayden
an insane man, near Owensboro. Welt
was aiding in Haydetea arrest. Hay'-
den was barricaded in his home,
IFIATHRR.
'FEDERAL COURTS ---
TRIBUNALS THAT
WILL HEAR CASES
St. Paul, Minn., March 231.-Min-
emote's commodity rate law may not
Mere been knocked out be the decision
of the United States suprenze court.
according to E. E. Young. attorney-
general, and Thomas D. O'Brien, 'me-
lee gaieeeelethe.thotethie, - ---
Even though the penalty- feature of
he law is declared unconstitutional,
hey say, the whole law is not neces-
sarily inefticif. It may still be enforced
0, mandamus proceedings, in which
-.vent a case to determine whether
-stele are confiscatory would be forced
to trial on Its merits, or very likely
:he railroads would be willing M
bring a case now pending before Fed-
sral District Judge William LOChren
-3 trial on its merits.
_ Quiet at Beebe, -
1---Tantan, Ky., March I 5.;Lef Breee-Tin
-Everything Is peaceful here despite
disquieting rumors-from "between the
river's" that a band of 200 night
riders were beaded this way' to in-
timidate the grand jury. Judge Reed
convened the grand jury today, which
is in charge of CoMMOnwealtles At-
torney Lovett, and the body will bo
'in session until Friday, when it will
!report. Judge Reed returned to Pa-
:docah this -afternoon.
Ten men summoned from *crave
the river were in attendance and two
of them were "grilled" this morning,
but with what effect h not beams out-
side the grand jury room,
more than twenty strangers are
In town. and Benton appease peace-
able eneugh, although one can hear
rumors of all sorts of desperate enter-
prises afoot.'
Judge Reed gave the jury .turtbee
instruction. to be thorough this morn-
ing.
Before sending the grand Jury to
their room this morning Judge Reed
made one of the most forceful ap-
peals for a rigid Investigation of the
outrages that was ever-heard in the
Benton. court room. Although be
had every- reason to believe that mem-
bers of the night rider band. Includ-
ing their leader, were In the court
room, he did not mince words, but-
demanded that the charges he probed
to the bottom.
Commonerealth's Attorney Lovett
Is making a vigorous examination of
the witnesses summoned, and the
sweat was running down one Lyon
county man's Mee In a stream whet'
he emerged from the giaud yury
room.
Nullifies Alabama's' Snit,
Montgomery, Ala.. March 25.-
net the decision of the United States
preme come in the Minnesota mil-
ted cases has a !serious beering on
linear legislation in Alabama, and
ereetieellY nullifies it. Is adMitted in a
aatement given out by Attorney.
ieneral A. M. (kW:ser, whia is pram-
uting the Alabama cast's.
el'apitel Architect.
Frankfort. Ky. March 25.---(SPe
I-The govereor vetoed the ice.'-
Ion of the capitol appropriation bill.
ehich 'provided that Andrews retest
retalnee as architect. It is under-
dood Andrews will be retained, how-
tree eut under another coutraet.
TOBACCO SALES
Twenty hogsheads of leaf tobacce
.vere sold at the association salesroom
his morning at prices ranging from
'10.50 to $12.50 per hundred.
The warehousemen of the city and
Restrict mail out checks nearly even'
Jay to farmere, who have interests In
4 he tobacco that itesold, and a large
tmount of money lit being distributed
Jeer the country. _radar the. systant
used by the association prlsers a dos-
e: farmers may be interested In ev-
Ty hogshead sold, as every grade of
sewer_ Iv prizederarately
Lefler Sender Guilty.
.• March 25.-
18m-rite Reim rt Wood. (-bargee
with send -tic istioiltintlog letters
hreugh the mall signed "Night Rid-
ra." was found entity this morning
ed sentenced to three months in jaR
net to pay a line of Simi. •
Partly eilowilly tonight mad There.
STU% Slightly waneer in east peens*
tu4gh11111111=1 Sumpeauture poware.
Owentoo. Ky,, March 25 --(Spie-
l:11.1 -Night riders quietly vIoted
this town early this morning and nees
three big warehouses. Ous known as
the ;equity had 160,000 pounds of VI
Demo. part of It pooled.' The Ines is
OS0;000. There was Ito other dam
ege.
Judge Regents.
Judge Reed returned to Paducah
at noon today and experts to go bask
Friday to bear the grand jury's re-
port. He stated this afternoon that
the sending of Marshal Neel after the
Witnesses had tile effect of bringing
them into, court promptly. Judge
Reed believes that a majority of the
whitecappers came from across the
river in Lyon county. "I don't be-
lieve any of the night riders live in
Marshall county with the except on of
a few right in the immediate section
where the trouble occurred," said
Judge Reed.
Other parties who came in from
Beaton today say that the crowd sum -
mooed as yttneeaes are wearing gad
expressions writ seem to realise that
they are in for it, if something does
not turn up to their favor.
1
Wight Marra Indicted.
Hopkinaville Ky.. March ?5. tape.
ciale-Feror indictments against al-
leged night riders were voted by the
ittioll jury and another was returned
today. Mat Gholem and Herman and
Richard Crenshaw were indicted for
participating in the raid on Hopkins-
vole, and two men, whose nausea are
withheld, were indicted for Mold rib
lag.
Petitions calling op 'Roosevelt to ,
take a hand In Ketkucity and elderwe
th• provisions of the. constipates
guaranteeing "life, liberty ead pur•i •
unit of happiness" are elrealateti
lb rostithout the state Whet IMP,
dent debaters, are obtained Me
pees wilt be forwarded to IV .
ton.
LET ME KILL THOSE DEADLY DIS.
EASE GERMS BEFORE TREY KILL YOU
I WIII Give a teatime of Tiestment Absolutely Free to the Fleet Use Thome
sad Pesos Who Write Me, to Prove Whet 1 Cain pu.
I PUT OXYGEN INTO YOUR STOMACH
To Purify lemur Blood and Deetroy the Gess of isterase. That Prey 1 pima
VOW, Life, 1 Put .trtilicial Neese Fewer lute sour nist1 'train
to Give You strength sued Power—I Treat lou With lly
rey-Phy Treatment, Too, the Mese Powerful Healeug .tgessee lemma
to Man._f
I HAVE CURED WHERE OTHERS FAILED
My Kw-Seem I. the Treatment of (111reasdr Demme% Rs lb-en nactetewite
and Varied—I Have Berm in Geared Practice. shave ItU10. a Elated
Slates Pensiken Examiner for a Number of Years, Heahh Officer and
Member of Mush ipal Board of Health and Preeideut of Ouusity
,i Society.
I WILL GIVE YOU A COURSE OF TREATMENT
Without ose Cent of Pay—All It Coats is a Two-Cent f4iinip—A Letter
Dropped in the Mail Box Today Brings You This Wonderful Free
Centres of Treatinesit Tomorrow—It he Truly Atetonishing How %tick-
ly and Surely This Remarkable Trestirsetst Will Overcome Desp-Seated
Klabsey. Liver, Stonuich and Lung Troubles and Other Dangeroess Dis-
eases—Let Me Give 1u -the Proof Free.
• My treatment is not a patent medi-
cine, or a cure-all, but it is a treat-
ment that wIll be prescribed espe
clally for your particular case after a
careful diagnosis of your condition.
True it will contain oxygen to kill
deadly germs that infest your blooe
and tissues. Oxygen Is the life of your
blood. It gives vitality to the red
blood corpuscles, and fills you with
vim and vigor, but it is death to bac-
teria and disease germs.
My treatment will contain artificial
nerve force, which is the nearest ap-
proach to natural living nerve force
that has ever been diecovered. It is
truly marvelous how this artificial
nerve force takes the place of the nat-
ural nerve force, and gives you won-
derful strength and power. My treat-
ment will also contain special reme-
dies carefully prescribed to suit your
particular condition.
I also use a marvelous Pay-Pity
Force, which I believe is t he most
•wenderfu,1 healing power known to
man. This mighty unseen force of
such tremendous potency Is a Divins
gift within the reach of all, and in
'sears past people who accidentally
stumbled on it and employed it were
regarded as privileged by the Creator
end their power was considered super-
natural, because it could net be ea
plained, and yet this great power.
mighty as it is, is absolutely harmless.
Incapable of producing injury, a sleep-
lug giant that requires but little effort
___Ao make It your lave. The fabled
Genii of Aladdin's wonderful lamp
„eseeellielisestied a Dower which 1 belleerwas
scarcely greater than that which I can
reveal to you.
Doctors in great universities of
France and Germany have taken up
the study of thie mysterious force.
Philosophers and metartbysietans have
been compelled to admit that they
cannot fathom its secrets. You may
attribute it to rehabilitation of nerve
force, re-establishment of vital mag-
sietic energy, psychic power—or what
you will—the fact remains that pa-
tients in utter despair have claimed
that they have been restored to health
by this wonderful treatment when all
other things failed.
Mrs. N. W. Bowden. of New Bern.
IN. C Rays: "One year ago I waa ip
a dying condition. Three doctors had
given me up to die. I tried Force of
Life, and today I am a well woman.
11 thank God for the day' that treat-
ment was sent to me." Here is also a
letter from Mrs. Hannah Peters, of
Harrisburg, Pa.; you may read it for
yourself. Mrs. Peters says: "I thank
our Heavenly Father for guiding me
to you, and for the good health you
bays restored to me. I would have
ben In My grave had it not been for
eott. Your treatment has certainly
cured me completely." Then take the
case of Mr. Hyatt Here wit it man
who had gone from doctor to doctor;coldly he decided to try Force of Life.
United States Commissioner Ridge-
way, who spent over three mouths in-
vestigating Force of Life treatment,
says in regard to Mr. Hyatt. that his
case showed an hasten& of remarka-
ble recovery—"Raised. as it were.
from the grave."
In ms varied experience in treating
chronic diseases 1 have had every op-
portunity to study various methods
and kinds of treatment, and I can
honestly and conscientiously tell you
that I have never seen any treatment
which I believe compares with the
treatment which I am in position to
offer you. I know this is a strong
statement, but I do not feel that It is
one word stronger than the abeolute
truth.
I have held many positions of bodlai
and trust, and I could not afford to
niake you a single promise that I am
not in a position to fulfill, or to tell
you anything which would be untrue.
I do not ask you ro send use one
cent of money; merely write me giv-
ing your name and address. and stat-
ing the leading symptoms of your
trouble, and your case will be diag-
nosed and I will prescribe for you a
special course of treatment. I will
send you this course of treatment
Without one cent of pay. There are
absolutely no conditions attached to
this offer. If your letter is received
today your treatment will be sent to-
merrow. This offer is good only to
the first one thousand persens wha
write me. 11 will costes great deal of
nioney:to give these free courses of
treatment, bat .1 was& to to the
sick and afflicted in every city and
locality in this count4 that at last
we have a treatment which' is abso-
lutely sure and certain in its effects.
No matter what your disease: ns
matter what treatment you have tried
I want you to write to me If I think
that I cannot cure you. I will frankly
tell you so. but do not hesitate be-
cause your case has been pronounced
I hold in my hand a bundle of let-
ters front people who say they have
been restored to health by my treat-
ment after doctors had given them
up to die.
If you wish to try my free course
of -treatment, I advise you to sit down
and write me today. If you don't
wish to try my treatment, write mi
anyway, and I will send you a thor-
ough diagnosis of your case and ex-
plain to you in detail just what I
think - this treatment should do for
you. I wil also give you full in-
foranatiod In regard to marvelous Psy
psy Force, or if you wish I will send
you a course of treatment absolutely
free and let you take It usder the di-
rection of.your own family physician:
so that there may be absolutely no
doubt as to the exact case of the
astonishing results which I feel posi-
tive It will produce. Address your
letter to G. E. Coutant, M. D., Suite
715, Syracuse, N. Y.
For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.
WE SELL
Heating Stoves. 
Refrigerators
N() Matter How the
Temperuiture 013e,f4
We Can Supply Your Wants
L. W. IIENNEBERGER CO.
I. wraeretod.1
"The Ititn.litCe of Quality"
422414 1110111/18 SOTS MKS
CURRENCY BILL
IN THE SENATE
Was Given Practically Exclu-
sive Right of Way.
-
centimes% He. speech ou
lee Measure—en...frees to Ghe
Cemeeut.
(IN ALDItitill BILL THURODAV.
Washington, March 2e.—The cur-
rency bill was practically given ex-
clusive right of wee. in the senate yes.
tetclay until it was grialty disposed of,
by the announcenseet by Aldrich that
Is- would move tomorrow to give it
that status in the senate.
LaFolletee concluded the third in-
eiallment of his speech on the cur-
rcrcy bill. He refused to ewe his
assent to an agreement to vote on the
Aldrich bill on Thursday next. saying
he did not want to be foreclosed from
a further presentation of his views.
It was then that _Aldrich stated he
would ask the senate to take up the
bill tomorroW and continuo Its consid-
eration until .vote should be reached.
A question brougiej out the state-
ment by Aldrich to the effect that he
hopes to se* the creation of a joint
commission of the senate and house
authorised to consider permanent cur-
rency reform before congress ad-
jcurns.
Senators Ketterege and Gamble, of
South Nikons, locked horns on the
flcor today over-the bill to create an
additiooal land district in that state.
The seilor senator entered the cham-
ber after Gable had called up the bill.
Surprise was expressed by Kitterege
that the bill had been called, saying
that as late as 11 o'clock today he had
reached an agreement with his col-
league that the measure should go
over until such 4 time as a conference
could be had with the senators from
North -Dakota with a view of inclul-
tug a portion of that state In the dls-
text. He protested that it is not fair
for his colleague to put him in a per
eition of objecting to the passage of
the 1)11'1 for the benefit of his state.
Gamble replied and said that he bad
talked with MeCinetier. of North Da-
kota since he bad discussed thamat-.
ter with his eon-esti-ie.-aid hartii 
eit that no member of the 'North Da-
hein delegation objected to the' meas-
ure. He continued to press the bill
For immediate coasideration and it
was mused over.
In the House.
Determination to conduct a fillibuel-
er on all occasions where opportunity
piesented Itself, in order to force the
Republicass to act on the employers'
liability bill and other measures deem
ed necessary of enactment was an-
ncunced by Williams. of Mississippi.
In the house during consideration of
the agricultural bill.
He said he had waited to see some
evidence of the intention to transact
business, which the people were de-
manding, but, findleg none, had
reached the conclusion that the time
waa ripe to force the band of the Re-
publicans. The Democrats cheered
the announcement.
General debate on the agricultural
appropriation bill continued through-
out the day, except for a brief time
wheal Sulzer. of New York. by way of
retaliation for the action of the hdese
yesterday is eliminating front the rec-
ords his speech of Seturday last.
nought to hays expunged some re-
marks of Dalsell of Pennsylvania. re-
garding the rules. In that, however,
he was unsuccessful. Many Democrats
HAPPY OLD AGE
Most Lady to Follow Proper miasma.
As old age advances, we require
less food to replace waste, and food
that will not overtax the digestive or-
gans, while supplying true nourish-
ment.
Such an ideal food in found In
Grape Nuts, made of who:e wheat and
barley by long•baking and action of
dtstaste in the barley which changes
the starch Into sugar. -
The phosphates also, placed up en-
der the bran-coat of the wheat. are
Included In Grape-Nuts, but left out
of white flour. Tbey are necessary
to the building of brain and nerve
cells.
I
' ."I have used Grape Nuts," write,
an Iowa man," "for eight years and
Feel as good and am stronger than I
was ten years ago. I am over 74
years old and attend to my business
every day.
"Among my customers I meet a
Man every day who Is 92 years old
and attributes, his good health to
Gnit/esNute sad Posttim, which he has
tired for the last Ilve years. He
mixes Grape-Nuts with Poston and
says they go fine together. 
_
"For many years hefilTe I began to
eat Grape-Nuts, I could not say thin
I enjoyed life or knew what It was to
be able to say 'I am well.' I suffered
greatly with constipation, now my
hebiti are as regular as ever in my
life. '
"Whenever I mane extra effort I
rIcpcnd on Grape-Nuts food and it
jest fllls the bill. I can think and
write • great deal easier."
"There's a reason." Name 'Urea
by Postiim Co., Battle Creek. Mich.
Read "The Road to WEIVIlle," In
....,•••••• .1... '•••• 
tpackages.
se_
refrained free" papportitie his propo-
eit tee.
Tribute to Snail sad liuue•rvelt.
In the course or his concluding
speech on flaance, Senator LaFollette
read several Ilsta of eminent finan-
ciers to whom he accorded various
degrees of power tu the control of in-
eustrier
Me concluded hie speech with a
strong appeal to "progressive win-
in the senate to stand together and
heat the Aldrich bill. He siiike of
the setts itles of the' president and
Dram, in e-sabatting wroneioing
amoile high financiers, and accords
to each an houest desire to di th.
will of the people.
WHAT CI41011104 HEADACHE
From Oceabie to May. Cfsbdll are the
Most 'Cepheid cause of.Headache
LAXATIVE BROMO QUININTE re-
moves cause. E. W. Grove on box
25c.
IMPROVE LAWNS
lit:QUEST OF CIVIt' tesen '1 -
TRAS AND H. 1'. W.
•
I'r••1•••••ty
Peeves ft•r 111.• 1 ear
190x.
The following petition has been
piepared and distributed yesterday
among the committee having the can-
vas In charge, and will be circulated.
at once in the retidence portion of the
city:
"The Paducah Forestry Association.
Civic department of 'the Woman's
club. High shool alumni, park com-
missioners, board of public works and
Commercial club, earnestly request
the citiseus of Paducah to plant
tfeen on their lawns and decorate the
same with Seam and flowers. impro‘e
the grass plots en the streets in front
thereof and take down fencing frcui
around front of said lots. This re-
(Meet Is made with the view of fur-
ther increasing the beauty of Palle
cab and stimulating the civic pride
The pledge reads:
'We, the undersigned, agre • to the
request contained in the above- ;.i.d
pledge ourselves to make the im-
provements therein requested dur.es
the year 110.4•"
FRESH FISH
AIR1UVING ON IAICAL M.ARKET,
BUT PRICE ItEMAINt4 UP,
Boats Have Stained Price. So Local
Dealers 411aisn, More Than
Disable.
Large quantities of fresh fish are
being received bl" 11511 dealers in the
city, although the price has not drtele
peel a cent Fish dealers say the boat.
have raised the price on carrylee the
barrels of fish., and the whariboats
have detommodated them with an in-
crease on wharfage, and to make up
tbrdifterence the cujitomer has to pay
the profit. Formerly the shipping
expenses on a barrel of fish were
about 1.1 cents and now the price
will hit about 90 cents.
From Paducah to Carreville, about
40 miles above the city. the Paducah
dealers derive their supp:. and every
boat brings in a sepply of the army
tribe. The high water has Interfered
with fishing this year and at the b,-
ginning of Lent the dealers had to
depend upon sbipments from the deal-
ers in large cities for the common
grades, but only the more expensive
fish (wine from the markets now.
Catlett are welling for 20 cents
pound. buffalo and perch are bring-
ing from 10 to 12% cents a pound.
IN METROPOLIS
Roy Helm is hems from Champaign
University for a few days' vacation.
Mrs. Mary Hart. of Mound City, is
venting her mother, Mrs. Nan being-
Well.
Mr. Jay Willis and Miss Bessie Lu-
kens spent last Sunday in Brookport.
Mre. Arthur Crider bas returned
from a visit to New Columbia.
William Kirkpatrick and wife are
visiting In Golconda.
L. G. Simmons is visiting his moth-
er at Grantehurg.
Roy Batley and wife have returned
from a visit to Cairo.
Cyrus Shick is visiting at lien.
Oscar Ray has Iteturned froneChes-
lee where he bar been working in a
hotel.
The Evans corner that recently
burned, is being prepared for lb.'
erection of a new two, or three-story
brick building.
William Wright is moving his °ice
building and will build a4brick on the
lot.
Fires seem to be pleatind now.
TWO or three days ago a restastrant In
East Metropolis. belonging to Frank
Viarnlelt. burned and the next night a
hcuse belonging-to William Taney was
burned.
Lanes Lovin and wife, of Dose ela-
ted Mrs. Lenin's sister, Mrs Mead
Woodard, Monday. r
Tr7 tiff OSP tor MP Worth
•••••••••••• 
••••
Airs.
E. R. A fills
.1nnounces IIcP
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Spring Display of Millinery
Thursday, March 20—One Day Only
TII1S, Mrs. Mills' second annual spring opening will he an1 exposition of the prevailing modes in Tailored and Pattern
hats for the spring of leOts. In order to lend still further In.
tercet to the oecaskin, Mrs. Mills will give, FREE, to mime lady
attending the opening, ceepice between tem hatideitue hats
A Merry Widow Sailor off Horal Chapeau
Given _lway Free
Presentation to be made at Po.:10 Thursday evening. Plan to he present at the opening. be
sure to register and get your number: then be fin hand Thersdav evening with ceuptet.
Thhe Dainty Creations on I)isp/ay in our 11'1*r:doles Monday and Tuesday,
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
•
FRUIT CROP
e
IS UNINJURED scit FAA EAPERTS
itEpottr.
Peach. Pear and Motu Are. ha
Bloom !tut e.. oue It Airy
Ilatutagr.
The fruit trim has got been injured
estri frosts this early, according
to the expressions from local market'-
. 14. The yearly cr) of the peseiruists
has gone up that the fruit harvest
would be slier, but those in a post
tio-ti to know deflate that it • ...are so
lir. Peal h, pear and. plum !tees. are
boom, but with the exception
of a few early earieties, the apple
tut,'- base pot Lupv. frb. Jeee_the
April frosts that hurt," said Ed Mi-
not, a marketer, this morning. "and
nt err base heard of a frost In March
doing damage to the fruit erop••
This year hat had an early spriog, and
some of tht, niarketers are vrink:ng at
cold weather next month, hut the
w.eather prophets are mistaken some
times.
Malaria Makes Pale sickly ChiMrea.
The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTE-
LESS CH11.14 TONIC, drives out ma-
laria and builds up the system For
grown people and children, 50e.
ittit•k REEK Is SURE $EA
THAT SPRING ttAt4 UtIMIC.
1:oiers of tusk beer sill sinaa
their lips with satisfactiqp. fn?' next
Saturdey the breweries announced
that the dark btown beer will be
flowing over the bars. However, sev-
eral saloons in the city have secured
a walkover, sod have imported the
beer from Nashville, and have not
waited for the local brewer.ea to open
the tap. As usual the sale will con-
tinue several weeks, and it is safe to
say that the demand will he as heavY
as usual. More care is taken in the
brewing of beck, and as It Is always
stronger it has a dark brown v-olm
and does not require so much to sat-
iety the eerie of the drinker.
...FCIR... •
Rubber Stamps and Sup-
plies, Numbering Ma-
chines, Band Daters, etc.
ce.40t- tit'to /Ara
8ic
.41,1v
115$ SI, Pions 358
FOR sA.L.E
Cho* Michigan Brahma ad ban-
hhan also mixed eggs for setting.
Now Phone 769
SU Y SIDE POULTRY FARM
Liosteii ini,liseissi MON
Dr. Manor
1:1011:IbT
Ftsfersity Build* - Roou 205
extracting Teeth and Plate
Work a Specialty.
ftweselle
Keep Posted!
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers de-
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
The Courier-Journal Louisville Times
The Commercial-Appeal St. Louis Republic
The Record-Herald Chicago Examiner
The Globe-I iemocrat Chicago Tribune
The Post- Dispatch Nashville American
The News-Scimitar Cincinnati Enquirer
The Star-Chronicle Chicago Daily Newte
JOHN WILHELM, IfocaI Circulator
116 SOUTH FIFTH STR.KET. N1%1 13111.
CI...11P YOUR HORSES
They look better, feel better and work better. Clipped home are easierIs, groom and v on are a it, annoyed by horse hum s when driving. Webase an electric, ntechirie and an expert nperator and will give you as
good work as vas 110-044146.31,04f kr.
TUE TULLY LIVARY CO.
4favarporatod.)
Fourth sad itostuetty Aeents•.
_$5 IN GOLD FREE
In eceier to show bow our beautiful Postal l'ards
lead themselves to artistic detemitions, we offer
$5.00 in Gold to the person who prepares and
places on display at our store, the most artistic ar-
rangement of Postal Cards on a screen,waste basket,
(Use design, wall shield or other decorative piece.
Any number at cards may be used. See the sample
screen now on display'. Contest closes May 13th.
D. E. WILSON
The Book, Music and Postal Card Man
ESTABLISHED 1514.
THE CITY NATIONAL BANKrAnrcin. KENTU0k.X. trUNITED STATES DEPOSITURY,
Capital. Surplus and Undivided Prate $400.000 00Sbareheildera Responsibility 200,0011 00
Total Responsibility to Depookore 600,000 00
S. B. HUGIlle4, President. JOS. J. FRIEDM.the Wee President-
el. C. {MTh:101ACR, feathier. O. E ItIt'HARDSON, Asst. Cashier.
INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS,
DIRECTORS.
A. IL ANMPACHICR, S. B. MURES, S A. FOWLER. J. L. rRTICIN
MAPf. J. C. CITERBACK, DR J. G. FIROOKS, ERACK OWEN.
W. F. Paltoa, R, Rudy,
President Cashier,
1'. Petry's,
Assistant Cashier.
CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK
IlneorpwrAt•d 0
Third and 'Scoots:Sway.
City Depository State Depository
1. aphid ...... .... ......... . - ..... eitioJe00Surplus . . ........ 30,00o
Slog ktio141.•sra liability 1041.400fi
Total iarrarlay to deiscadtora ..... tielgenelegi
crovi nt • of India I atunla ad finis% i• 'telt appre.tateonvilli an well At Issfur 11e110•4014.1A 1411.1 .14 e••Fil 141 lilt the Sallie • 0•4114•OUStreat ni.
INTER EST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS
OPEN SIATI-11.11eY Fltost 7 TO SircLoch.
•
•
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25c and 35e
2145-7This I o t eresents
quite a showing of
- well made Corset
Covers and Drawers in Olen-
did quality domestic, bcauti-
' fully trimmed in lace and
Alinibtoidery. Cut
very full and will fit 23c• .perfectly
35e
-In this lot we em-
brace some very
special numbers nf
Corset Covers and Drawers,
made of ext:a quality sheer
muslin, trimmed in dainty lace
and tucks. This lot
._50:; each.
would be cheap at 35c
Yin ,hriportant Me of 2iudin Underwear
A notable offering that will prove exceptionally interesting be-
cause of the excellence of materials, perfect workmanship and
the exceedingly low prices.
•ot(umber 9'ivo===59e and 75c
3 a a-We place in this assortment a splendid value inchemise anti gowns in two styles, either low or
high nook, very elegantly trimmed in lace and embroidery,
and is a garment which we consider worth much more
than the prise asked.
75
. --In this lin.° we show Skirt!, Drawer,• Corset
Covers, Chemise and (4,wns, very elaborately
tritnmed in lace, embroidery and ribbons We would have
you look Ws line over carefully, as we condder these
values among our best.
2tarsalia owns
$4.00 and $4.90
We hike just received a line of.
these swell garments made of in -
ported Manalis cloth, trimmed
in medallions and Valenciennes
inserting and French embroid-
ery. These are exclusive styles,
so be sure to see them.
`Combination uists
$3.00 and $3.50
Made of best quality long cloth,
trimmed in Valenciennes lace,
pearling,embroidery and ribbon,
cut square neck. These gar-
ments are cut very full and fit
beautifully, and at the price are
splendid values.
Itot`dic. chree
$1 and $1 .5 0
I • 0 0- rangeS hovvn 
in
t ialrise
gowns, draw-
ers, chemise, skirts and corset
covers, made of finest long
cloth and nainsak, a most
complete range cl‘styles in
short sleeves, long sleeves and
high or low
taiteck. 
s • 0 a
$1.50-And includ-ing those at
,$2.00, $2.50,
$3.50 and $4.0O3 we have for
your choosing, the finest as-
sortment of high grade gar-
ments shown. In fit, style and
workmanship
  1 0they are per-fect.' $ . 5
MUCH IMPROVED
IS SITUATION
Wltbitaapset k• Railroads and
•ladostritsa.
Inneratale Coestaniems nomminatower
Makes Wpm, °Mos (vespers.•
tier ingures.
CIEM('KHNINti TN OCTIAXMI
Washington. I) C. March 2:, --
Every indication points to an :mprove
ment generally in the railroad and in-
dustrial situation of the country se-
4otding to reports made by the great
railway syStems of America to the
interstate commerce commiestou
These reports etre to the effect that,
whhe the railroads suffered to some
extent by that has conic to be re-
ferred ilo as the "October panic.'
the loss was Its rio means so venom%
as generally has been supposed.
It appears from the Imports that the
effect was felt particularly hi- the
eastern Ones and by the :Ines of the
southeastern part of the country. a
few of which were embai-aseed not
only by a falling off of revenues, but
by their inability to obtain ready cash
with which to carry on improvements
which tbev had begun while the west-
ern. lines end the trans-eontinentat
roads have not Bettered materially
ftom the financial depression Tile
figures available to the interstate
commerce commission indicate also
that the general condition, in the
country improving materially, with a
prospect that it soon will be normal
cc better.
Franklin K. I,ane, Pacific coast
member of the Interstate commerce
commiselon, has madeji careful ana,
ivies of the figures subnilited by tht
,ealiroads thettiselves to tile commis-
I.
There's sheer LE • cup of
plpiag hot Poeta= served
with good cream, mid uo
headache la the combination.
Mae. he wheat-0-
ebedhig the larisa-mmt with
I ts natural phosphate of
potash for rebuildisig brain
mid serve evills-is used in
staking Pontine. and as roe.
tee or other harmful sub.
season engem late Its mow
stadium, '
0•76seeis a litemeos..•
• •
sion. Mr. Lime VP asked what loge
the railroads of Alkerlea had sustained
from the "October pans' " He re-
plied that the railroad situation the
country over is Dot imminently a ser-
ious OLIO at the present time.
"There are no figures accessible by
which a definite answer to ybur ques-
tion tan be given," continued Cool-
issioner Lane. "From the figures
available to the commission, however,
it duets not appear that taldug th•
country as a whole. the revenues of
the railroads have fallen off to the
extent that generally is believed. The
Interstate coMn•erce commission now
calls upon the carriers, subject to the
act to regulate commerce for monthlt 
reports of their revenues and operat-
lug expenses. Such reports begat.
with the month of July last, and I
have the figures compiled by Prot.
Henry C. Adams. our statistician, as
to • number of systems which may be
taken as representative of the rail-
road sY stems of the entire tountrY•
Thee. systems are:
New 
Yorke New Haven and Hat-
ford
ls:4,w York Central.
Baltimore and Ohio.
Pennsylvania, east and west of
Pittsburg
.Southern Railway.
bosIsvEle and Nashville.
Rock island.
Atchison. Topeka and Santa Pe.
Chicago. MIlwaukee and it. Pail.
Northwestern.
Southern Pacific.
Great Northern.
Northern Pacific.
-Troilus the three months, July,
August sad September, the total oper-
ating veteitttes of these roads amount-
ed to $399.000,000; for the panic
months Of October, November and De-
cember the total revenue was $376,-
000,000. The freight revenues of the
systems named were, for the first
quarter. 5264,000.000. and for the
second quarter, $259.000,000.
The freight revenues for November
were larger than those for July or
September.
-Those systems during the lest six
months of 1907 received from passer).
sertand freight revenues a grand total
of $775.900,000. whfrh Is 164.000.-
000 more than they received for the
.041114. period in the preceding year
1904.
0,11M11.410 1014104 1044.900.10.0
RIVER MS
Rime Wages.
Cairo  42.1'0.8
Chattanooga  15.9 2 4
Cincinnati  48 2 0.7
Evansville IS  4 Q.8
Flacons,  134 6.0
Johnlionville  17.4 2.2
 31.6 1.4
Mt, Oinnel  14.4 0.3
fall
rise
fall
rise
rise
rim
rise
Nashville 
Pittsburg 
St Louts
Mt Vernon
Paducah  
Du rtiside  
Ca rthage  
18.2 0.2 fall
8.S 0.G tall
 16.4/ 4e5 fall
33.3 0.3 rise
35.8 0 7 fall
7.8 0.2 rise
11.5 7.2 fall
River stage at 7 o'clock this morn-
ing read 3,5 s a fall of .7 since yes-
terday morning.
The Dick Feeler got away for Cairo
thi's morning with a big passenger list
and good sized load of freight.
The City of Saltillo arrived from
Waterloo, Ala., thia morning at 5
o'clock with a big trip of peanuts and
stock for St. Louis. She left for $t.
Issuis at 7:3'-)
The W. W. O'Nel/sarrived this morn
tng about 6 o'clock front the lower
Mississippi river with a big tow of
empty barges, and landed at Paducah
to add several more barges to her tow
The H W. Buttorff got away at
noon today for the-Cumberland river.
as far as Nashville with a big trip of
freight.
The Royal did a good business on
her trip from Golconda to Paducah'
and return, ,
The Joe Fowler was In fr ssv-
ansville this morning and returns, i at
noon. She had a big trip each- way.
The John S. Hopkins will be the
Itvansville puttee tomorrow.
The ,Clyde will leave at 6oartoc1-.
this evening for the Tennessee vi'va a
big trip for all poijitet tip the T..nises-
ere river.
The Egan Is due tomorrow mora- 1
Ins from Caseyville with a tow of cosl,
for the West Kentucky Coal company.'
The Harvester will leave tomorrow
afternoon for St. Louis with fic.t
barges of coal for the Union Electric
company. The coal to being sent by
the West Kentueity Coals-company,
The George Cowling did a good
passenger and freight business -be-
tween Metropolis and Paducah on her
two trips today.
The Hosrner left this morning for
the lower Ohio river after empty
barges for the Ayer & Lord Tie com-
pany.
The Georgia Lee will leave Memphis
Thursday evening for Cincinnati and
will arrive here Saturday evening on I
her way up.
.7. W. liandley,f chief engineer on i
the government boat. Golden Rod.!
made a trip on the Dick Fowler to .
Cairo yesterday to examine the ma-
chinery on the Dick. Mr. Handley
said that they were talking of build-
ing • new boat to take the place of
thi Golden Rod in the district, but
that no definite plans have been made.
Mr: Handley is a well known river
man, having been an engineer for 20
yeare on the river.
()Metal Fortseasts.
The Ohio at livansville. will con-
tinue rising throe days At Mt %ler
non, will begin rising tonight. At
Paducah and Cairo, will cdntfnue fall- I
Mg during tie next 36 hours.
Tbe Tanana,* from F10241ne• to be.
:ow Johnsonville, Will continue rising
for thdee days. .
The Mississ,ppi from below St.
Louis to Cairo, will. continue falling
during next two days.
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel, net
much change during the next 24
bouts, then rise slowly.
MOTIVE
And remember the next time you suffer
from pale-caused by damp weather--
when your head nearly bursts from
neuraigi -try Ballard'• Snow 1.151-
ment. I will cure you. A prominent
business man of Hempstead. Texas,
writes. "I have used your liniment.
Previous 'to using it I was a great suf-
ferer from Rheumatism and Neuralgia.
I am pleased to Pay that now I am tree
from these complaints. I a* sure I
.we this to your liniment"
Sold by J. Ii, Oehlschlaeger, Lang Bros,
end C. 0. Ripley.
CIVIL STRIFF IS
REPUBLIC'S CHIEF
(Concluded from First Page.)
through loca: riots against foreign
subjects precipnates an issue that
might result In war, capital might not
feel the interest in the war necessary
for success or to prevent defeat.
For our citizenship to array them-
selves into powerful orgauizations
whose Uvowee-Abjects are enmity
against other organizations, and which
educate themselves. each to think
that the other is incapable of a
worthy motive, presents a situation ot
national weakness that wll dowbtlese
make Anted( an :statesmen go slow It
our policies.
Of course, these divisions, being
based on purely local questions. would
be largely forgotten if war should
come upon the country, and all forces
in the nation would join in a commot.
effort to save the national Catlee; for
it is certain that what would be dis-
aatrous to one set of citizens front a
war, would be distastrous to every
other 'elass. Yet we cannot deny that
an internal state of chaos in the na-
tional mind, makes for an uncertain
policy in external affairs. In the
Spanish. Amerkan war the nations.
spirit was ideal, for its motive en-
gaged the sympathies of all citizens,
and as long as the United States en-
;gages only in conflicts which contain
'Such a motive, no fear need be felt
from the chopped up state of public
opinion. But let it engage in a war
that did not engage the whole na-
tional sympathies, or which one great
group of citizens condemned, and the
antagonistic attitude of great bodies
of citizens toward each other will be
• source of fatal weediness,.
Both Are Bitter.
Labor met in Washington last week
to demand front congress legislation
which It ionsidera essential to its ex-
tstotice and the sharp Ilse between
employe and employer was shown In
this conference. At the same time
employers have ,organized and are
marshaling their forces for an aggree-
sive war against organized labor.
Both profess that each must survive
to save the nation from calamity and
each would look on anything the
other did with suspicion and- hostility.
This program must be modified or the
natiou will be dastgerously weakened
through intestine broils.
Our civil strife usually is not
marked by the appeal to force that
distinguished Roman and Grecian
affairs, but it, is bitter, and if allowed
to go undisciplined will .certainly end
in similar methods. When two bodies
of American citizens become so bit-
ter toward each other that they resort
to the methods now in use in the Ken-
tucky tobacco ear. it is plain that a
serious disintegrating movement I.
under way in the republc, Each time
force is employed to settle a civil dis-
pute, the nation is weakened at the
foundation. Some other basis of set-
tlement of civic disputes must be
found if we would not travel the road
that leads to the ruins of Rama sad
Greece.
There are certain elemental tees-
tiers about what all American citi-
zens could agree, and whose acknowl.
edgement would save the nation front
the enervating effect of the present
chaotic conditions. Individual hon-
esty is one, official and business in-
tegrity are others. 'and personal re-
sponsibility of conduct are points on
which laborer and capitalist, producer,
manufacturer and consumer, socialist
and individualist and all citizens
could unite. If these are insisted
upon, civic disputes in the United
States would be distinguished 't*
calmness and reason that would-im-
mediately set a new 'standard in the
world and at the mote time give ths
nation a stability in its national rela-
tion not now possessed.
Just for Spite.
If labor wants to get on top of
capital, or producer surmount martin -
factures and consumer, merely to give
them a dose of the medicine which
they think they have been forced to
take, what gain will result to the na-
tion? In Rome plehlans and patricians
alternately oppressed each other with
unmerciful cruelty until the whole
house went down. The ascendancy
of different ideas and movements in
the United States must be marked by
an altogether different conduct and
superior conduct to the idea it super
cedes, If progress or benefit is to be
ensured. The 'abuses labor sees in
capital, or capital sees id labor, must
he carefully avoided by both when in
power, if any good is to result fron.
the sharp lines of demarcation in our
citizenship.
We can secure all the benefits of a
competition of ideas by being hortio-
goneoint In our desire to eradicate in-
dividual evils of character, and the
public Man who insists on righteous
conduct whether in the laborer or
capitalist, individualiat or socialist, is
standing on a platform that will be
eupported by a big majority of Amer-
ican citizehet s long as this is true
we will have a national spirit whi"
at all times will present to foreign
foes, a united front.
WILLIAM R. SCOTT.
Minstrels ('‘ ing.
The rapid strides that Richards &
Fringle's Famous Georgia tninstreir
have made puts them in the front
ranks of the colored minstrel field.
They have a recognized standing as
Icing in a class of their own, different
from all others, bet yet a minstrel
show. Others with plenty of Merit
have been failures. Cause-.k mis-
take in management. "A generous
public did not crave for R." It is a
funny proposition, to say the lull,
but it is a truth and people will con-
tinue to go and see the Georgia mins-
tie!a and the forty fun makers at the
Kentucky March 30.
The rest of religion Is for-the
wean, not the lazy.
bg MIoe Every mother fejils agreat dread of the painand danger attendant upon •the most critical period
, of her life. Becoming• mother ehould be a source of joy to all, but the suffering and
=incitient to the ordeal makes its anticipation one of misery.es Friend is the oalT remedy which reliesves women of the greatpain and darn  of maternity; this hour which is dreaded as woman'sskressst trial is not only made painless, but all the danger is avoidedby its ass. Those who am this remedy are no longer despondent Oi•gloomy; nervousness, nausea lind other distressing conditions lullovercome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and.,,serious accidents so common to the critical
hour are obviated by the ors of Mother's •moineris •Friend. "It is worth its we:ght in gold," -
says many who hare used it. $1.00 per
bottle at drug stores. Book containing
valuable information of interest to all women, will a
aiO0 f, %Jig
be' ansent to y address free upon application
mentuo REINtiAT 00., ,Iftlassta, a
YOUR COLLARS'
LIFE LENGTHENED
Double fold and wing -oiler's break if
the collars are foldf &when thP seam is
unevenly dampened. We have a ma-
chine that dampens these collars just
right; the result is velvety sinodthness
. . . . . • .on every edge. . . . . . . .
_Star Laundry IBoth Phones 200. 120 N Fourth St.
NEIV RESTAURANT
In Ulmer of diabsen at 129 11. Seemed Street.
Sam C Smith has equipped his new restaumt and serves everything
up tn.date. 110s Ms. Hot and cod luWb served at all hours.
Will C. Stanford, Unisiger. Cordially invites all his Mende to Oat
•
•
Ebe Dabucab Let us awaken to a reelization ofun. Our natienal existence, let us look at
conditions  as Americans, jealous of
4111111111110014 AND IVIENIKLII.
 our country's good name, prosier of
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N- 
IXECVLA-TION -STATEMENT.
February, 190.4. politics.
1. 3824 17 3874 From the governor's expression we
3819 18 mem judge that the title of the hill tug-
4 3823 19 aggo gested a measure to remove the pollee
Pem 3824 20 sese force from politics when the real pur-
 3832 21 ma pose of It was to permit a reduction
Ill; 3856 22 39..7 of the police force, If desired. The
 3854 24 3914 original bill, simpa- repealing the
10 3842 25 39111eharter provision for a minimum of
11 3837 26 391630 policemen, was clearly and hon-
I12 3862 27 3924,estly a measure restoring to second
12 3871 28 3938iclass cities their r.ght of local self-
less 3881 29 394a!government.•
16 3881  1 The satisfaction we derive from
96.863 the situation, Is that the bill the gotsI -go for Februarycl98 ...3875ernor vetoed was not the original de
A4raE Mir 3'ebruartri7 ...3859 signed In Paducah, although it carried
•11114  16 with it the provision we Were seek-
reonally appeared before me, this lug However, the Important thing
March 2, 1108, R. D. StealIlen. was the license bill. We are sorry
business manager of The Sun, who the police bill did not meet with the.
affirms that the above statement of governor's approval; but if the bill
the circulation of The Sun for the was deceitful in its terms, the goy-
month of February. 1908, is true t° ernor did right in vetoing it, and we
the best of his knowledge and belief.
My commission expires January
10th, 1912.
PETER PURYEAR,
Notary Public,
Daily Thought.
A man's age depends on the
be still cherishes.
THE POLICE BILL.
It has never been our good fortuit
to inspect that formidable compilation
of complex sentences, known as an
amendment to the charter of second
call cities, a bill to remove the police
force from politics, which Governot
Willson denominates a wolf an sheep's
clothing, a "partisan bill in atat-parti-
san clothes," so we are willing to
abide by the governor's opinion of it
He has studied it and we have not,
though we tried ever so faithfully to
find out, both before and after its
passage, just what the substitute
measere might be.
We understand that it was compli-
cated and its ultra provisions for re-
peal clear to the court of appeals
from the police cbmmisaloners' rulings
in case of the discharge of an oMcer,
not only protected a policeman from
compulsory participation in partisan
politics, but prevented the board from
interfering with his activity, should
the board wish him to keep out or
are cbliged to him for studying it
THE WILL OF THE PEOPLE
If, as Doc Bruner says, the federal
officeholders of Kentucky are forcing
Taft on the people, did the federal
officeholders of 01110, Iowa, Nebraska.
ideals
10klahOma, New Mexico and Michigan
'force Taft on the voters of those
  states? Wonderfully influential aet of
-Be sure The Sun will find you-out. men those officeholders. Wonderfully
'impotent set of men the Republicans
King Emanuel might dub 'Senator have *lee-4d 'to stale office". Bruner
Elkine just "Count de Boodle." 'pays a deft compliment to the federal
!administration, which has picked out .glared about him and abruptly became
We trust Admiral iEvans will not ,such a strong, representative body- of l as serene and placid as n noon calm
fail to leave kis card everywhere we 'men to fill the oMces at its &apogee ilie took up the direction of the sieve.
are Indebted in the east. 1 The trouble with Bruner and his ,deres. It was all tnost astottuding.
ink of lick spittle politicians, is that Nobody paid any attention to the
It must be very exciting to live in .they think politicians are everything 
mate. He looked toward the ship once
oa city lite Louisville, surrounded by ,and the people nothing. Doc actualiy 
or twice, thought better f It and is'-
bight riders. believes, in his little was, that a 
to pick up hie effects, muttering
savagely. In a moment or so he threw• bunch of politicians can handle the his chest aboard an outgoing truck antiIf the presence of the American Igreat mass of voters anyhow they 'departed.
Beet will scare the Japs into the goy- please, and where Taft appears strong- It was DOW newly noon and I warernment's program for a big MilltarY1 eat Doc immediately believes the fed- just in the way of going for somethingappropriation, we shall do our part to 'era] oMceholders are strongest, to eat when I caught sight of anotherenhance their natonal deficit. Glee Fairbanks all the federal dray laden with boxes and crated f.
officeholders and all the state office-
fairs which I recognised as scientific.0overnor Patterson, of Tennessee, 'holders. •nd then give the Repuee.
apparatus. It was followed in quick
if not a,good governor, at least, -tries !cans of Kentucky half a chance to succession by three others. Ignorant
to bra good politician. He visited express themselves, and they will over- as I was of the requirements of a eel-
Clarksville to get a personal glimpse whelm the whole organization. It is eutIst„ my common sense told me this
of the night riderwituation. We ra- .not just the federal offieeholdert could be no exploriug outBt. I revised
call also that when a vacancy occurred ' (though the least of them is more my first Intention of going to the club
on the circuit bench recently in the nethan the peer of Doc Bruis r, Good. and bought a sandwich or two at the
• Montgomery county circuit, the gov- nese knows) that the Frankfort ma- corner coffee house. I don't know
ernpr Oassed by the name of the at- .ehine Is lighting; it is the sentiment why, but even then the affair seemed
torney general, who fearlessly has of the people of Kentucky. That Is big with mystery, with the portent of
been prosecuting night riders, and what makes it so turrd to break down tmgedY' 
Pethape the smell of tar
It was thought that one declaration was In my 'laetrile and tae sea called.
from Feanktort after the senatorialtraIt has always possessed for me an ex-
election, would rally the p 
k 
'people of the .6fti'diTTY 
allurement.
state for Fairbanks; but Fairbanks 
little after 2 eaelock a cab drove to
the after gangpihnk and stopped.will not carry a single congressional From it alighted a young man ofdistrict. 
i whom I shall later have occasion to
ell you more. followed bs Dr. S4 her-
SLIGHTLY HUMOROUS. •limerborn. The young man carried only
a light leather "serviette," suchses eta-
Country• Editor--"I'm glad you deem use abroad, while the doctor
brought these spring poems in early." fairly staggered undar the weight of
Fasting Poet-"Yes. sir." Country!
Editor (putting them Into the stove)
-"Yes, sir! Most spring poets wait
till the weather gets too warm* to use
them."---Judge.
THE MYSTERY
Bu STEWART EDWARD WHITE
And SAMUEL HOPKINS ADAMS
COPYRIGHT. 1907. BY M.CLGRE. PHILLIPS a CO.
(Costinued from last lame.)
"Well, I'll tell you, you swab! It's
just two fathom from where you stand.
Just two fathom! How long would
it take yoe to walk theref now long?
Just about six stremitle! There MO
back! You"- I won't bother with ell
the epithets, although by now I know
Captain , Selover's vocabulary fairly
well. -Ana you couldn't take six see.
onds off to spit over the side! Couldn't
walk two fathom! Ilad to spit on my
quarter deek, did you?"
Rumble from the mate.
"No, by God, you won't call up any
of the crew. You'll get a swab slut do
it yourself! You'll get a hand swab
and get down on your knees! I'll teach
you to be lazy!"
The mate said something again.
"It don't mutter If we ain't under
way That has nothing to do with it
The quarter deck Le clean,, if the waist
ain't, and nobssil but a son of a sea
lawyer wooed. spit on deck anyhow!"
From this Captain Relover went on
promoted another to the bench.
Maybe Governor Patterson can fool
the outside public by visiting Clarks
ville, end convince the night riders by
Ignoring the attorney general. At any
rate, we are quite sure the governor
of Tennessee has nothing to fear at
the night riders' hands.
LET US BE AMERICANS.
National pride in achievement and
eapabitity seems sadly on the wane,
thanks to the "opposition press." Do
we observe conditions in India and
Formosa and then lp the Philippinea
and realize that our colonial policy
is best; admit Wit we are a race su-
perior to the Jame and as a nation
morally in advarierof Great Britain!
Let us regard the great Panams
canal project as a nations' undertak
leg in whip every citizen is to share
the honor or the stigma. aid It in-
stead of knocking, talk It up instead
of running It down, and glory In out
national prowess.
What a wonderful navy we have!
Its remarkable achievement is the
talk of the world Are we not proud
of such ships and men!
Our diplomacy is itecogrilzed as of
the sterling, stra ghtforward kind,
that has put us In' a dominant posi-
tion in the far east and tn the west
era hemisphere, but no one would
learn it from the American press and
A great moral wave is sweeping
this country that Is exposing what-
ever corruption mists in the ma-
chinery of government and private
enterprise. The fact that taw things
are being ruthlessly exposed ts s proo•
of national character. and Mould be
a matter of satisfaction to the Ameri-
can public, but is it?
We went to war with Spain for the
cause of freedom in Cuba, and most
honorably have we acted, our part
'Haven't we self-reepect ealergb to ac-
knowledge our owe virtues.
The truth Is we sederestImate our
own diameter, amid the pity Is that
other oecote win Wend Our estlaiate.
Whoever beard of Mit elnagllabatas 41.
gammahairII. .w• egentellibellt the
Wen tie Antaricans do thefts'
11.111110111111.mot -
The R tofu! Burglar.
Lord and Master (eho bus been
aroused from hie ilniuberre by alarmed
spout**, At's all HS mi. dear. Ira may
Ifklu. I can feel bine licking my band.
-Tatter.
Dar's ol' Trouble at de forks er de
road-
Denim which fold ter take:
Don't you he'p ter ter tote his
load-
Trouble Is all he makes'
Don't you mln'
•- song-
a'en he whistle a
Dat w'en he whetthe his knife!
Show 'Ha de road-but show 'la
As' rite lar life.
—Atlanta Coast Hunan
Into a good old fusbiumad deep sea
"cussing out." to the goad joy of the
stevedores.
The mate stood it pretty well, but
there conies •:titue when further talk
is useless even, in regard to • moot
heinous offeliee. And of course, as you
know, the mate could hardly consider
httueelf very seriously at fault. Why,
the ship was not yet at sea Stud in all
the Mutter of Merging. He beano* to
answer back. In a ueetnent it was a
quarrel. Abruptly it was a tight. The
mate, marked Selover beneath the left
eye. The captain with beautiful sim-
plicity crushed WS antagonist in his
gorilla-like squeeze, carried him to the
side of thea vessel and dripped him
limp and beaten to the pier. And the
mate was a good stout specimen or a
seafarer too.
Then the captain rushed below,
emerging after an instant with a chart
which be flung after his subordinate.
It was followed a moment later- by a
'stream of 'teen stuff -mingled with
iptiguage-projected through in Open
porthole. This In turn mused. • The
captain reappeared with a pell and
brush, _screbbed feverishly -at -Use- A:-
fel:v(144 spot, mopped It dry with that
same old red bandanna handkerehief.
Dropped him limp and beaten to the
- pier.
square brans bound chest without ban-
dies. The singularity of this unequal
division of labor remelt me at once.
It struck also one of the dock men,
who ran forward, eager for • tip.
"Kin I carry th' box for you. bowl"
be asked, at the same time reaehing
for it.
The doctor's thin tient* seemed fair-
ly to shrink at the Idea.
tio!" he creel. "It Is not for,
to curry!" •,
•••He hastened up the gangplank.
clutching the chest clue. At the top
oallaiu seism-post Mae. •
"Hello, doctor," he.• squealed. "Here
In good titue. We're busy, you see.
Let we carry your chest for you."
"No, nor' Dr. Schenuerhorn fairly
glared.
"It's almighty heavy." Insisted the
captain. "Let me give you a hand." -
"You must not touch!" emphatically
ordered the scientist. '"Where las the
-cabin?"
Ile disappeared do at the cowmen-
lonway clasping his precious load.
The young man retalained ou deck to
superintend the stowing of the %Oen-
title goods and the persontil luggage.
All this time I had been thinking
busily. I recumnbered distinctly elm
other instance when Dr. Sehermerborn
hail disappeared, lie came back in-
scrutably. but within a week his re-
sults on aerial pbotography were Pub
lie property. I told myself that in the
present instance hiss lavish use of MOD-
ey, the elaborate nature of his prep-
arations, the evident secrecy of the ex-
pedition as evidenced by the feet that
be had negotiated for the velar' only
the day before setting sail. the impor-
tanee of personal eutwrvIststi as proved
by the fact that be- notoriously itn-
praetiear In practiced matters and no.
torlously disliking anything to- do with
business - had conducted the affair
birasolf Instead of delegating Its why,
gentlemen, don't you see that all this
was more than enough to wake tar up.
body and soul? Suddeuly I cause to
a definite resolution. Captain etelover
had descended to the pier. I approach-
ed him.
"You need a mate," said I.
He looked we over.
"Perhaps," be admitted. "Where's
your man?"
"Right here," said I.
Ills eyes widened a little. Otherwise
be showed no Dian of surprier. I
cursed my clothes.
Fortunately I had my meter's cer-
tiOcate with me-I'd painted fresh wa•
ter on the great lakes-1 always carry
that sort -of document on the chance
that it may come handy. It cagneed.
'to have ii couple of -131T111 indorie-
ments, results of the late war._
"Look here," I said before I gave
it.to him. a'Xou don't hellete in mis-
tily clothes are too good. That's all
right. They're all I hare that are
good. I'm broke. I creme down here
wondering whether i*d better threw
myself' in The ertult."
-Teo look like a dude." he squeaked.
%There/ did you ever ship?"
I handed him my certitiente. The
belorsementa from Admiral lerays and
cuptein aruuld impreesed him. Ile
'Need at me saran, and a aleam
-mining crept into his eyes.
-Nettling enruked about this?' he
Sreathed softly.
. 'I had the key to this side of tabs
Ammeter. Yon remember I hail orris
heard the night before hie etatement
tf his moral ecruples. I said nothlite.
but loolleel knowing.
"What was It?" be murturirtel
'Plata desertion or something worse?"
I remained ineerntable.
"Well." he conceded. "I do need a
mate, and a naval luau-even if be is
wantira to get out of sight"-
"He weetat spit on your decks nity-
way." I bream hi boldly.
most
to
fore
make
entering
pen and att
are dally g
position ofIlly the way," said I, "I wish you to everybouy.
wouldn't make them out In tny own of h ti
name. 'Duren' will .1g."
"All right" he Weighed.
Emmen ills,"
"I'll be aboard at a." said I. "I've
got to make some arrangements."
-Wish you could beep with the hia
Mg." said he. "Still I can get nlong.
Want any ativence !Toney?"
"No." I replied. Then I remember-
ed that_l ware supposed to be broke.
"Yea" I amended.
He gave me $10.
"I guess you'll show up," he said.
"Wouldn't do this to everybody. But
a naval man--aven if he is dodgin'
Uncle Ram"-
"Ill be here," I assured him.
At that time I wore a painted heard.
Ties I shaved; also I was accustomed regulator--the medicine which, while sotto tile eyeglasses. The trouble was recommended to turn consumptionmerely a alight astigmatism which advanced s l (no mode nelotalit
bothered me only in reading or close yet does cure'all these catarrhal coodi-
inspection. I could get along perfect- lions of head and throat, weak stomach,ly well without mama., aw r diairded torpid liver and bronchial troubles, week
them. I had my hair cut rather close. lungs andaonrd Lsiaitt-on-Taiesiivirdhluch, If neg.
aiAWhen I bed put on sea 'boots, blue terminayte lb consumption! 14)
cap i felt quite safe from the recogni-
trouners and shirt, a pea Jacket and a
Us fling 
on 
 stnhtlied ski notirn  ele; tol Ddilscacipoenfn;
tion -al • men like Dr. Scbermerhorn. judr VIA? 11;on• frt %es :Peat umuirnsTees. 
and
In fact, as you shell see, I hardly won't do snrornstural things. Ynti meet
spoke to him during aU the voyage out nerflos Yam' Data:awe. and Persevere in its
Promptly at 0, then, I returned with igta: f;j1I; ternneec:11.3417.74741.0f.tii,tno(flohril
a see chest, bound I knew not whither. J. l'ierce's mallefnee are composed havAn be gone / knew not ear hues long the unguslifad endoreemetil wee of,tand iledoroo.ta net as aarand officer odif,.,liairysiolresen 74-..pro-brpeett7nntlattittesantvineroxissonisit.p1
nested with bet are wed ail design la
(To he continued la meet issue.) auttanalaas at reesontblePrine.
Captain Pelover's hairy face bristled
about the mouth. This I subsequently
discovered was symptom of a grin.
"You saw that, ebr be trebles!.
"Aren't you afraid he'll bring down.
the police and delay your calling?"
asked.
He grinned again, with a running
twinkle in his eye.
"Yon needn't worry. There ain't go-
to lee any police. Ile had his ad-
vance money, and he won't risk it by .
tryin' to mole heck."
at the  _wagess„The rap.
We Call* to an agreement. pro- I
teased surprise
min guardedly explained tliV the ex-
pedltioo was secret.
"What's our portr I leaked, to test
him,
atity papers are made out for Iloilo-
Inlu," he replied.
We adjourned to sign articles.
nit Utile 1111 tea sehooner They aro n, t given seep ii bs
•
RAILROAD NOTES
Superintendent Harry MeCourt,
Chief Engineer H. R. Safford and
other high oMcials of the Illinois
Central, were here yesterday accotn
panied Superintendent Egan and
Roaffmaster Ulaess. of the Louisville
aivision. After a•confereence with lo-
cal °Metals the party left last night
at 6:15 o'clock for Cairo. It is Ull-
derstood that the purpose of the trip
to Geier is to arrange for a new train
schedule, under which the train leave
lug here at 6:15 p. m. will leave
abeut one hour earlier In order that
northern connections may be made.
The Paducah aards held more luad•
ed cars this morn:ng than at any time
since the holidays' and more- switch
I !Whitt{ and crews were at work get-
ting out the big freight trains. The
increase in traffic has had a the-ethyl:
ffeat on the etoptoyes generally, as
It means more work in every depart-
ment.
A lung train load of ".company coal.
was heuled into Paducah on the Illi-
nois Central yesterday. The coal
came from the western ikentucky
mines and will be stored on sidetracks;
near Paducah to be 'used lyr ewe the
miners go oat on a strike.and render
it difficult to get the fuel from the
mines. There were about 75 cars in
the lot and it is said more will be I
brought during the next week.
If there wars any more than the
ordinary warmth. In the usual -smile.
of W A. Flowers, the baggage agent
at the Union Station, this' morning, ii
could be attributed to the fact that a
sweet little girl came to his house
last night to brighten the jeer ea h:-
home.
Some thief weni the limit a few
. .
nights ago at the shops by chopping
the copper templinge-off, a half dozen
pieces of the hose *belonging to the
private fire department. New 'coup- "*Yalf '111 
wit.', Denton: J. , near and wanted me tu stand for
the ()Metals are using every means to 
1-t 
Denleavy, St Loma: %Ill Edward.. it. .1 told hail l ced not fare to mak,.
Center; II H. . ('lets', 51. Louis, L an ystatement at this time, tied left
lines have been fixed on the hose. but
capture the bold culprit. li (laughter's Chicago: R. ea Dun- with the unaerstanding that he was
kerson. rah sr!: W. A. Each, Moroi). not to quote me. Anything whah
Welluniu i•a,ti In ha dlepateh front
• Painter .1 M. Dillon, Xenia: W. I' St Paul Is Mr. Wellman himself atiel
Wadrie h. Niashvale; 14, lilowde n, tot in any a4 tit, an siohetized
litme: %V. H. Sanders, (Central Clts . meat Deem
11 W Butler. Telletio: H. Detour' .
ENGLAND SAYS
NO ALUM-
IN FOOD
and strictly prohibits
the sale of alum
baking powder—
So does France
So does Germany
• e r •
s*.0,
Aeve1/4
•=7-̀
e
$0444.41
toi
44.44 4444
10% 41 4
_111‘11
The sale of alum foods
has been made illegal in Washington and the District of Colum-
bia, and alum baking powders are everywhere recognized as
injurious.
To protect yourself against alum,
when ordering baking powder,
Say pkria*-
R(PligU BAKINGPOWDER
and be very sure you get Royal.
Royal is the only Baking Powder made from Royal whole.1- 
Cream of Tartar. It adds to the digestibility and
someness of the food.
HOTEL ARRIVALS
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
goery dome wakes you Ise Mester. Las- Co
teepee year whole Isiddes right Sold es the
essay-back Mae evervwsera Prior MI rests.
1.11(:!• 1 I' l'e IT f •4111,11.
_
'hark'. H. 'Well., Maylielta Hy..
Dies I p ark.:1410.
Joseph Leman. of Ilickersas_Ra-
drOiaTed- into the Herald office laFt
Friday and told the Herald at: a
remarkable find of an uld-fashioncd
bean pot buried in -the ground near
Woodville, Ky. -The pot cotitained
$5.Serts all "1 gold and salter. iha
gold pie were five. Ism, twenty and
fifty dollar pimp.. the silver _piece,
were. dollars and halves. The flud
ass made by a young man named
Charles H. Wells on Taesettly of :AM
week on the land of Mr. L. C. Scare
where J. L. /*burtnan was setting up
a sawmill. WON' horn.. 4 at aos)_
held; Kys but he was raised. near Slur
ray, Ky. He had b emp;oyed
Mr. 'Thurman to level up a foundation
for the.m111 and in doing eo utietever-
evi the pot of gold and silver.. Arad,
from beSig slightly rusty. ..end Waco!
(sett by its long secretion It is whet-
s:se In good abate..
It :a supposed that It might have
been berated in this spot by an old
miser who lived in the ne!ghborhot
let e ago, het who has been dead for
Many years. He left no family nor
any near relatives so the money he-
acmes the aettea! property of the find-
er, Mr. Wells.
Mr. lateen Fa.s welts Is a fluor-
oeghly worthy, uptigtie young man
with no bad habits: he Is exseptionally
Industrious, having Itadato work hard
.er his life, howeveck-ar hale put in
h'e time well and as a corn...pence Ii
has a host of friends who will all re-
joice with lam over his reatarkable
p'-e•of good foApe.-Iletropulls
(DIA Herald,
-
-- COM46 SENSE ---
Whiteout people to use only
novo composition. There'
Dr. Piero.% medicines, tbe
Ich print every Ineredient
hem upon the bottle wraps
its correctnees wider oath,
Ing in favor. The corn-
Pierce's medicines Is open
Pie c us
I g yta e o att Va
In • lc nal principles extracted from na-
tive forest roots, by exact processes
original with Dr. Pierce, and without the
use of a drop if alcohol, triple-refined and
saalemirany pens glycerine being used in-
stead in extracting arid preserving the
curative virtues resitting in the roots
employed, Less medicines are entlselp
free front the ottagtion of doing harm
by creating an appetite for either al-
osholic beverage's or habit - forniIng
drugs. Examine the formula en their
bottle wrappers-the same as sworn to by
lir. Place, and you will Wed that his
*Bolden /Medical Discovery," the great,
bleasi-purifier, stomach Ionic and bowel
"I Pate
•
SI Nlchola.- R. M Dtslentaa. Cal-
tett: W. J. Stickel,. Washiegtels: D.
to quote DIV al all He tailed to a.-
Ine ,..11110 going through St. Paul on a
lccture tour and I did not know for
an hoar that he waisted flat' '10 talk
for priblIcatino Then he outlined a
statement which he thought I ought
\ •Pr!nceton,w (.141, %it yrri...
N. I.. O'lb-rt• - - - ---
Murray. J , A. Munson. Mettrehle. Army onieere hi isaftedDre
Paul W. I lee.. h ('smut• n .11 t , A. if Radical Seri into.
Rees-. Lusa:silks L. St • Shepard.
illireteartrisaaalarssa-r-featillairisseid
Wm T. Smith, Sierlriven. J. la Maelef cigarette smoking in the. pritisk
tin', Memphis.; s'Chicaeo: 111 army ts beginning to disquiet the
E. Peter* Pt, Lottis,.- 14 -W- Wlalesthieher ufficierre ohmic reports ladle:ate
el'ii.'ilTydll'.-r;.-Alst. raxn.k11111.;;:".:•1;;;; Ole. rimisly impaired by indregroce. in
,that the hea:th of-the men Is treinit
J. Ruth. 'Stook env: . J. IL Iho ne.1 flit- pra•I ia••••• 4;•-o. (Irene-Is
lieedana, Waite r 14 le MIsa;ersitortimansierAn-cleef of the for -ca in
I*- 4 ; w'ff td/lets'  41h-elan4, has juror Issued an order to
F' Warsav taarialea Sands, 1t.tIri!tte troops of hi. rommand.
• Y Ea.'s?. I. lavels• Wllii4iIlm Itaa-Iateertion to the evils whali mast m-
eta else ago. E Si, Sanders. SI ,se,eas ("sou.* siii h ex, ..1.14 and rip-
I (ma, psalirot he "merriest end a. eon
N. 
wIlair:r11 11.1"":::•1 11. N".ari..earSil:•••:"11-, 1.11.11i 
hut
grea 
lees bager . sree eV), Dr, 0 IS ties?, ••
Gillet, Milwaukee : S.. N Ed.
la • ill,: 'kitty (liar:Is-Ts: H nissillea I Hamm! 08Iii
It, Ashley. Pet• re !Airline:
404ph. KlilabuthtOlfilf: 3, It. Tra.:.! In "II"' "f " 'is3 " n()-unt
lief-xi:le; Henry Rebreesea "1"r" "1;j f haul", sof sa its:
. 1111141n -yvitle; J. Tr. Latugrot, Joy
De a leiaes. et the faititt,
itniNpiON iNTFitt-ittw. '"I'd 'I"' E."'""
t•-!-ac r1. ma', sad rhatt,ain of the
I d Mt. 4.1114 -4. iliPnt &lain
t„ iv 4; ; d tt,Irether at such a
''%%'t' re Sr.' Kowa, Dean
Bale." answered the
e liSee.areir•oi t'al'e and with
it iplom sr Ms rib 1.1ppreelws.
eMethING.
-
Says • 11411 .%istivoriar welissan
In  a Statememit.
St. Paul. Minn.. March - In a
sieetal to tie Chicago ritecoiseatcrald
from bets yesterday. %Velar We-arsine
Nald Go' Johnson bad authorized him
aritiolimee thAt he ails a caruilidate
fir ii ssaO at. Gov. .1slin.on th's or-
teinoon tate 4...: it. "'RI:
irrd 1161 a i - '\I V. r tan
flohismith gel ace glaheall fur his
, !matte! Nature."
WANTED!
V
Yelling Men and Women for positions of trust,
where intelligent rierviee will be appreciated and
paid for—
Experienced Men and W mien for positions re-
quiring abil I ty sod tact—
People of All Are, of all talents, of divers
&billies, for suitable lion of employment--
Used Things-such u Pianos, Organs, Every
Sort of Musical Instrument, Writing Machines,
Cash Registers, Store and Office Fixtures, Talk-
ing Machines, Books, Engravings, Post Garda,
Stamp Collections, Ruda, Carpets, Furniture of
every kiod—
Horses and Carriages, trucks, Walnut; wagons,
bicycles, guns, cameras, fishing tackle, autonio-
tplies--- •
Real Estate-lote, plots, acres. leaseholds, *gai-
t/ea, houses, Hue, apartments, stores--.-e—
Instruction in painting, singing, the violin mad.
piano, short-hand, atniiinting, oorreepondence,
language, dancing—
Places to Live-honses, apartment., furnished
resume, boarding places where life la Interestina.
These are some of the thousands
of people and things that are
-wanted" in this city just new,
and if pion eon 'any of these
4'want/"
INQUIRE OF THE PUBLIC
Through a SUN Want Advertisement.
• all •
. • 
•
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THE LOCAL NEWS PRESERVE PEACE
AT CLARKSVILLE
WITH POSSE OF 40
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath. 400%
&roadway. Mail 1611.
-Forms ter rem/ estate agents let
sal* at this Odle&
-Mr. IL C. Hollins has left the
any for a few meaths, and 1 have ac-
quired an Interest In hie business and
shall look after it for him. Any in-
formation with refers:els to any
breech of it will receive t ate
tendon if you will call nr= Bull
°Eon Both phones 11511. .1. J. Pax-
ton.
Warner, veterinarian. Treat-
ment of domestic animals. Both
phooes lak.,
e•-We can give you the fined car-
riages In the city for wedding, ball
and theater calls. Our prices are low-
er than those charged for like eervioe
In any city in America. Our' service
Is second to nolles, and the beet to this
city. Palmer Trattafer Company.
-Carriage work of all kinds
Painting, repairing, rubber tire& etc.
Spring wagons made to order. We
are offering special inducements for
early orders.- Sexton Sign Works
Phone 401.
--Fur house numbers, door plates,
braes etencils, brass and alumniurn
checks of all kinds., rubber type signs,
markers. •See The Diamond Stamp
Works. 115 South Third. Phone 358.
--If you want a nice lawn sow
Bottom's lima 'gnu seedt. •Flower
seed that grow. I Orunson's Flower
Shop, 529 Broadway.
-City subscribers to tbe Dail)
Su& wbo wish the delivery or thee
Papers atotmed must notify Cu! col
lectors or, Make the requests direct
to The aun.adnce. No attention wll.
be paid to such orders when gives
to carriers. man Publishing Co.
W. V. Perry, painter and deco-
rator. estimates furnished, prices rea-
eonable old phone 15r.g. tihotp and
reedene* s26 Clark.
- cameras, Cameras, t'ameras.,and
kodek supplies of all kinds at II. D.
Clements & Co.'
- For wall paper of all kinds.
from the eheareeet to the best. see
Kelly & embaugh, 321 :Kentucky
st,..nue Both phones.
For tie benefit of thole- wanting
serail 4e-sant:ties of coal, will deliver
7 le buribris nut, $1; 7 bushels lump.
$t. Both phenee No. 7r). Harry &
Itesteetereer.-. -
Mr ,.1 5 Quinnlan. of Chicago
,10:•-at kar...•Ikct.Akni..r!„ Jelin
,i.nesiteet tiv LouirriParreli to sing It
Ill.' KU 74 _Asia _w_eek... pratinie,_
It c. quire a feature. for the patrons of
Ibis peresiar fivester: ate Quinnian
tit the Keay theater Ittel.sing at
cat it. and every perfortutnee thin week
me, The boy wonder Is as popular
as weer with hie nog& and the pkt-
neer at the Keay, have never be. e
eetieled in this city. Every picture,
a feature in every sense of the
v tad
--Plat* your girders for wedding
invitations at home. Tim Sun is
showing as great an assortment as
You will find anywhere, at prices
merit lower than you will have, to
pay elsewhere.
Tie Mite „society of the dermas.
Etsrigeleal church wel meet Thurs-
day e mug _nate Mrs. Lena__ Krieger
237 Noith Sixth 'street,
Frank Vox., r, a, white with.
Thiel street and Broadway, touched
me lighted match to a puddle of -game
19nr on the. Mick streets this morning
ser. Ir the 11O1Uau-ilid-bura. Tt
burned bri-e'. and Frank's hand
burned. toe. lie went to a nearby
drug sten' and a cis wrapped the,
hand op in oil,
- Waiter °wee, wanted in May-
ree. afTerged horse stealing, was
atre-ted by Patrolmen Terrell and
Caner and titrued over to Chief Mitt
Nate of Mayer&
Nashville, 'non., March 25.-Col.
Gracy Childers, who commanded the
First Tennessee-regiment in the Phil-
ippines during the Spanish-American
war, will command a posse of forty
map to be etationed in Clarksville for
preservation of peace in Montgomene
county. the heart of the "black tobac-
co patch." The necessary order,
were issued today by Gov. Patterson,
following a personal itereatIgation ol
conditions In Montgomery county,
stele Vaughn Bennett was recently
found fatally wounded In the road-
way near the spot where a party o:
night relent, returning from a raid
had exchanged shots with unknown
persons. Since this incident the situ
atton -bau been ti-use. Gov. Patterson
decided, however, that calling-out the
militia was net necessary. Col. Cbikl-
ors' prep will simply be held in read
Mess "in case of tenergeney to act
with the eheriff and judge of MI
crania"! court to preeerve the public
Iessee."
The posse will be recruited frott
membrre of the (7larksville nsilitar)
organizat)ons.
THAT DEADLY BANANA PEEL
II
Sustains the Railroads.
Jefferson City, Mo., March
hi Toner, eeretary of the Cr:trey 
In referent:40o the doeltrion of tile
preme court of the l'nited States Inteat), swathed his ankle in alighting
the Mimesis)** and Eleeth -Carolina?tom a street car on Broadway.
rpte cases, Attorney-General liadleY
said today; '
the decision qf the supreme
entirt in those eases Is principally
hawed upon unrcatouableness of the
penalties prescribed by the Minnesota
and North Carolina statutes. Its effete
unquestionably to sustain the con-
tention of the railroads. Whenever
the railroads do not like a, elate law
they can stow have -one of their tern--
vials make an affidavit that it would
tinreasonatay reduce their earnings.
anti thereupon a United States circuit,
Judge can suspend the oPeTratiott-ef
this law until, i4- can be shown that
the law is reasonable."
1.'ar.sfott, and Mtn antile !tale. of
IN SOCIAL CIRCLES 1
' 
Mayfield. are among the no•athers. 
EWSThe meeting on yesterday Was tO N OF COURTSformulate some plans for the wan*  1
•••••••••••••••••••••ewse---eese•-•••••••ea•se•-•-•--•-•.----- which Mrs. Rudy will lay before the eweseeeeeeseeereessese
. Entertained at Cards.- 'executive board of the State 1"cdera- 111 Police Court.
Mr. and MM. William Meeliellan, ' tion at the mid-winter sesi tun at Karl Drunk -Frank Crane, $1: Lon
427 South Second street, entertained redsburg this week. Mr- Hudy irte„Cotserwarie, $1, Breeck..al ordinal:tee
souse of their friends &rat plesaanily today at noon to aitt•od 'hi meetine.' --F. H Eagan (two cases), March
on lioqday evessing at their home. It
was an informal card party with a
pretty eourse-luneheon served after
the genie. -, ,.,_ •-•
Art I.:tidbit. -
The art exhibit to be given for the
benefit of the city schools will be
managed by the following societies on
tie' days named:
leVednesday afternoon the Alumni
association v.ill have charge of the
tethilait.
' Wednesday evening the leachers of
Ake city schools.
11,:/ Thursday afternoon the Daughters
* the Confederacy.
Thursday evening. Art and Civics
departments of the 1Voittan's tete).
Friday afternoon. Daughters of the
American Revolution,
Friday evening, lerirteational depart
relent of the Womates vlui,.
Saturday afternoon, iligh school.'
putilstirday evening. Literary depart-
ment of the Woman's club.
Pleasant Affair.
Mrs. James W. Clark, 1114 South
urth street, entertained Manchester
&rove No. 29 in homer of Mrs. Daisy
fleloach and Mrs. Thomas Murray, of
Me-mithis. Tenn. .Many enjoyatee
tames a.','., featured. M rs. loach
manipais, received the prize for the
ackicet costume wore by a grove!
Itemiser. Miss Geneva Moore capt-
lied the prise as the tackiest among
he jutilors of Manchester Grove 'nit-
vening Was most pleasantly spent
mod a delightful !umbel/ft was served.
Chose 'present write;
• Mr. and Mrs. Win. Kyle, Mr. and
Ars. Win, Jordan, Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
touter, Mr. anti Mrs. Wurttuan.
mid Mrs. James Clark. Mrs. Kettler,
vire Reeves, Mrs. Berger. Mrs. Kert-
e.. Murray, Mrs. Farmer, Mrs. Smith.
,Irs. Berry, Miss Shane, Mrs. Marian
terry, Mrs. Lillie Greenhateh, Mrs.
;medley. 'Mrs. Mantle Murray, Mrs.
taisy Deloach. Mrs. Flora Fuller,
Niss Conley, and the junior girls
aeree -Mies- Joey Harper. Leah -tied-
Vele Mary ('lark. - Aleictie Keecoene.
..adeesa itteman, Ceiia Jacobs, Lily
cteilco,yale, Louise Ittfid's,ke.leihelliar-
\ ate LillIan Clark, Elsie Wisong and
\ ;orals Wlsong, and besides those of
junior and senior classes wereF. Jennie
Warren. Myrtle Mayer, Jewel Houser,
If *nett«, Iftittoff, Geueva Moore, Ide
lerry. Mildred Terry. Elizabeth te.--
y. Nellie Mayer, Beulah Smith. May
?armee Nora Simpson. 1renE, Mayer,
.ietank Mayer. Orna Tyree. Mary Ter-
y, Zola Smedley, John Simpson, Fan-
tle Rittoff, %Vali tal Warn n, Master
Nilliam Berry. Master William Ed-
eard Grenhaulgh (mascot of the
'Irovel. Boyd Houser, Terry Tucker
tam Clark and Albert Clark,
Try the !tun f* lob Week.
SPR1NC,. MANG
TIME
INSta POWDER
In the o.iit.1 of the scrupu-
lous housewife, spring clean-
ing and bug es ter ininators are
)tulissolubly linked - a n d
‘rightty so. Bug extermina-
tors, insect powder" and moth •
balls are as necessary ti's house
cleaning as soap and water
and we have the best-line 04
them that ran be bought. ike
hauille the Diamond Bratd of
Ileimatisu Insect Powder
put up in convenient sized
I) trkages
5c to 25c
PACKAGE
GILBERT'S'
DRUG STORE •
4th &Broadway lts'It 'lams 77
Local Member% of State (Ivil Service
trommittee nad Sleeting.
A meeting of the Paducah notm-
eters of the Civil Service Reform corn-
niece of the 5.1:e Federation was
'tent -yesterday afternoon at the home
if Mrs. Muscoe Burn,-: t. 2003 Broad-
way. Mrs. James .4. Rudy is the chair-
man of the committee and the other
'Paducah members are: Mill John G.
Mrie-Mtracoe Burnett and Miss
Helen Lowry. A numb?? .of prom-
:tient women throughout the ,state are
members of the committee, Which has
!teen characterized as "the root of It
le Importance and place, but
Paducah has betel signally comple-
mented in haying re) large h repre-
if Water& Mrs, S. W. Hager, of
Stevens Resting Mug.
San-Francaeco, March 25 - Durham -1/4
W. Stevens, the foreign advisor to the
Korean government at Seoul, who was
;hot and seriously wounded by a Ko-
vet pronounced out of danger. II AWES
rean. Is resting easily, but he is not
Stevens received a cabiegram of
thy-from therAirpettese rubstetelL
of foreign affairs. -
Trying to Claim Accident.
Cadiz. Ky.. 'March 24.-- III.. gener-
ally believed here that the ehootine
of Tom Weaver, the Golden Pond ne-
gro, by the night riders was an acci-
dent. The raiders, it Is thought. sine
ply Intendede to scare him, but thea
aim was a trifle too sure. There is
no clew to the identity of the 'mem-
bers of the mob.,
Visitor-Hew long are yen+ in for,
my poor man?
Prieoner-Dunno.
Vitiator-How can that be?
Prisimier-Irs life sentence.--
The Pathfinder.
Try like Sun
.4.11
The Hat That Made
$3.00 Famous
One of the many shapes
,shown in our Hat Depart-
ment. They come in all the
popular colors-tan, cha-
mois, brown and 'black.
Drop in and have our hat
man show you.
Agent. for DeLuxe and
Dunlap..
In& this afternoon in regular le-week-
le session at the Woman's club house.
Mrs. Edwin Rivers and Miss Alin-•
liagby are the leaders. The follow-
ing kitractIve program of "Old Favor-
ites" Is being featured %eh Miss.',.
!Caroline Ham. Lola Reed and Outartic,
Puryear for' the accompanists:
Prologue-"beng, Long Ago" --
Sung by Miss Anne Bradshaw.
Cornet solo-"Last Ruse of - Sum-
mer" ,(Angient Irish naelody)-Mrs.
0. M. Seitz.
Love songs- (a) "The. Low Back
Car" Or) "Believe Me, If All Those
Endearing Young Charnis''
"Twickenham Ferry"-- Mrs.
Lewis.
Vocal quertet--"Come Where My
',eve Lies Dreaming"- Miss Brad-
sinew, ha Mrs. W. C. Gray, Mr. Stevie
Mahe Mr. Emmet Bagby.
Piano solo-"Blue Danube Waltzes'
- Miss Mary „Scott.
Songs- la) "Drink to Me Only
W.th Thine Byes" (Old English/ (b)
Thro' the Night" (Old Welsh)
-Mr. Emmet Beery,.
Vocal duet-la) "Alice, Where Art
Thou?" lb) "Bonnie Doon"-Mrs.
Gray and Mr. Bagby.
Piano solo--"Carnlval Venice"
Miss Lulu .Reeed.
Mate quartet - "Loch Lomond"
(Old Jacobite Air)-Me Mith!
and Beebe: Messrs. Cheek amid Kent,.
Chorus of voices with cornet, vie;
lie and piano--"Auld Lang Syne"--
airs. Leees, Miss Bradshaw; Ms-s.
Miss Thomas. Mes.srs. Math;
and Lingle.; Messrs. peek and Scott.
Mrs. Seitz, Miss Bagby, Miss Ham,
leela
Magaidne Club Meets Thursday After-
noon.
The Magazine cieb will meet to-
morrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock with
Mrs. George C. Wallace, on Nurth
Ninth street. The magazines to be
reported are: North American Re-
view, by Miss Anna Webb: Outlook.
by Mrs. E. G. Roche and Mr& Mildred
via.; -Century... by Mrs. Samuel T-.•
heard and Mrs. A.8. Dabney; Cur-
teraturet___IIL.A.1,le_e_Ltut-
'Compton.
30; Fannie Hart, $25; reel.
Matinee Misdeal Club Present De- March 3ll. Cont.eaied weapops - Joe
nightfall Program. Starks, $25.0,14:10 days. Disorderly
The Matinee Musical club is 1/1I-et- house-Cynthia Cowen, $2e• Mollie
Neil, March 30; Fannie Hart. -$25.
Disorderly conduct-Charles • Crow.
Farley McChord, George French, $5
each; Henry Boaz, $10. Robbery-
Charles Morris, held under bond of
$300. Malicious cutting--Fred Clare
March 28.
Felix St. John went to.,Metropolis
on the Dick' Fowler this morning on
businees for the Palmer fiduse Cigar
coMpany.
, Leo Keller left last bight for a
business and pleasure trig. to. Allen-
town, Pa.. Pittsburg, leareisbarg. Bos-
ton, New York and Philadelphia. He
also expects to viait Miss Loraine
Warren, of Overbrook, 1Pheadelphia,
for several weeks.
--:The moving picture show opera-
tors•have been given notice to be on
the lookeut for, ''fickets that were
stolen from the colored show at
Twelfth and Trimble ittvets. The
tirkets are similar to the ones usea
down town and it is expected that
some one will try to use them,
-G. W. Berry's saloon, at 201
Kentucky avenue, was closed yester-
day on a distress warrant issued by
Magistrate C. W. Emery in laver of
B. G. Beene !or .a rent claim.
-A warrant was issued by Magis-
trate Bieich yesterday for Mrs. B. A
Bird. who is charged with using in-
sulting language towerttlini.Iiorace
E. Ashburn. No time has yet beet.
iet for the bearing of the tuts
Attorney John G. ,Miller went to
Prineeton this morning to attend
court.
a.
Mr. A. Z. Farley, the tobacconist.
went to Glibertsville this morning.
Judge William Reed went to Ben-
ton this morning to reconvene the
special grand jury. which Is inveete
gating the night rider and white cap
outrages' In Marshall comity. Attor-
ney Henry Hughes' went with him to
take some orders in civil Meek pend-
WO in the Marshall court.
Mr. King Cobbs, of meanesille, bin
returned home after visiting his
mother, Mrs. J. W. Cobbs. and his
sister, Miss Zu:a Cob,.
Mr. A. E. Boyd returned from
Lowes last night, where-he has been
on a visit.
Mrs. R. G. Wyatt. of Dexter. Is
visiting Mrs. Alfred Wyatt, Sixth and
Husbands street,.
Mr. F. F. Davis will go to !Mayfield
tonight to visit friends.
Mr. Virgil G. Garner and Mr. Wil-
liam H. Garser left for Neale/We last
night to attend the funeral 'of their
sister. Mrs. Maude Talbert, who will
be burled today.
Mr. John Theollaid, of the May-fletd
road, was taken to the Riverside hos-
pital yesterday afternoon and was
-tnr-tast-ntght: He is teethrg-
il well as can be expected today,
Mrs. Leffert L.. Buck and little Miss
Jane Gould will arrive this evening
from New York to vilet Meg. Ethridge
Palmer and Miss Frances Gould.
Rev. T. J. Owen. of Paducah. Is In
the" city the guest of his daughter, Funeral of Phillip (lark.
Mrs. Sam Edwards, and also Sam. The funeral of Mr. Phillip Clark.
Mr. 'Edward's father and mother. Mr. who died yesterday morning, was
and Mrs. W. H. Edwards, of Paducah, held this morning at 9:30 o'clock at
have also been veritipg them since the residence, 416 South Ninth street.
Sunday.--Mayfiele Monitor. Services were conducted by the Rev.
Mr. R. Downs and Mr. J. A. Ellt .1. R. Henry. pastor of the Kentucky
eon, of Murray, are In the city. Arent:es Presbyterian church. Mr
Mr. Charles Ellsaffer. of Cleveland, Clark's body was taken to Metropolis
0.. is visiting his slater, Mrs. A. Speck, on the Cowling at noon for burial.
of 440 South Third street. and his j
nephew. Mr. Charles Speck. Of Thlr-1 Mrs. fleorge Hermes and Mrs. E.
teenth and Tennessee' street,. it Madden, of 626 Kentts•ky avenue,
Chief MeNutt, of thetas:field po.. left today for Louisville for a two
lice force, Is in the city *Waft. weeks' visit with relatives.
4.
Pay Taxes,
Mrs. C. H. Brothers and Miss Wil-
l!, Temple yesterday paid to the sher-
iff the $73.63 taxes due on the prop-
eity they inherited from the estate of
their sister, Miss Susan Polk Temple.
The judgment was secured by ,H. I..
Anderson, state aud:tor's agent, but
no penalty was added, tbe suit being
brought before the time prescribed
that th,e penalty should go on.
Marriage Lice-nee&
Robert J. Humphrey and Kula A.
Ingram.
Charles I, Stone and Nellie Pairda.
let IN noon: BOUT; DEAD. I 11..1,
Drunken Policeman Porte* Men to
Drink Wit% Fatal Remelt.
Pittsburg, Match 25.-Policeman
David Lennox, i/hlle intoxicated today'
gathered about ten rounders mil
chased them into a flab:mitt- Leaning
up against the bat he said:
"You fellows never had endegii
whisky in your lives. but Y'ou are ien-
!tin to have.your fill now. The fel-
low who does not drink ten whlarties
now and two gins with a schoonk t ef
beer to top it off with gets licked first
and arrested later. I pay for every-
thing."
The gang fell to in a hurry, fearing
Lennox might change his mind, One
by one, they fell to the floor or reeled
Into a corner. Henry Thompson
dropped like a shot as he raised his
eighth glass to his lips and he died
later in the paerol wagon on the way
to the police-etation. There was a
giant negro, however, who outdrank
Ahem alt. -His Int-meels- nut kneresni to
the PitalaYnnt hospital people, where
e_ia_As.14,1_hat_hbj_rectird will 
for years. fle drank fourteen glasses
of whisky:II:int swooned on his fif-
teenth. Several other meeare in boe-
peals In entice! condition. ,
d.
EMPEROR AS PENMAN.
William of Germany Draws Sketches
_ ea Margin of Lattesa.
Berlin, 'March 2&-Persons in
clove touch with the German emperor,
referring to the incident of the let-
ter to Lord 'Tweedtuouth, ,state that'
hia- majesty. Is, despite his manifold
duties, a prodigious penman.
A prominent artist with whom he
constantly -confers asserts that on
some octets-cons letters be has received
from h.(AAssaJetsty have run Into twelve
and even sixteen pages, and this in
spite of the fact that he habitually ab-
breviates lengthy words by leaving
out some of the syllables. The fen-
trnees are usually short and crisp.
leaving no chance of miainterpreta-
ben. Often marginal sketches are
Made by him to Illustrate the mean-
ing of what he desires to convey, and
the letters sometimes present a re-
markable appearance for this reason.
411()ICE CONCILIATORY.
--
Hayden Goverment Would Aceelemete
th.• Depertment.
Port Au Prince. March 2.5.---the
attitude of the Haytien government
is daily becoming more eonciliatoty,
apparently with the intention of ac-
celerating the departa.a of forted*
warships from this port. Five officer*
the list remalhi/ig prisoners anteing
those arrested) Mirch 1, In coliftettion
with the alleged plot to -seise* the
palsies, were released 'skis morning
Red restored to duty.
The government also has with-
drawn its abjection to, the embarks-
ten of refugees in foreign legatione
at Port Au Prince, -
Hitherto the goiernment declined to
consider the question of thiCir leaving
the country on- warships, aind condi-
eened their freedom from arrest upon
their pledge to return to their. homes.
KILLED BY NEWSPAPKIt IMAMS
Pastor With Page liptered-Over Face
Catches She and Ore.
Santa Monica, Cal March 25 -
Rev. Cephas Bairci, for 30 pears a
minister of -the 'English Lutheran
church, died early today at the home
of his son from injuries sustained last
/sneaky. when a newspaper covering
Itts-faret mingbt fire while he' was
sleeping before an open firep'ace.
Rev. Mr. Baird was born near Akro
0, In 1835, and has held pastorat
in Ihdlanspolis. Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
and in Illinois and Nebraska!
Dogs Bark, Trees Bark, But
Hart's Price Knox the Bark Clean off
SATURDAY, 28th
19 Cents
Takes Any Article Named Below:
3 quail Granite sauce Pans
quart Granite Milk Pans
8 quart Tin Pudding Pans
5 Bolls Toilet Paper
4 quart Retund Coffee Pot
2 quart Gr..nite Measure
Large Granite Dipper
5 pound Smoothing Iron I
12 quart Galvanized buclet
4 quart Granite Preserving Kettle
1 quart Granite Milk Kettle
Large Granite Wash Pan
Sewing Baskets
2 quart Granite Coffee litekets
Hand Bells
Good Butcher Knives
Monkey Wrenches
White Metal Table Spoons
Rakes
4 quart Tin Sprinklers
1 gallon Galvanized Oil Cans
17 quart tin *Dish Pans
Crianite Muffin Hinge
Glass Lamps
GEO. 0. HART & SONS Cu.
Incorporated.
FOR heating and stoveiwood-111111
437. •
BUGGY for sale-Comparatively
new. New Phone 16.05.
-OVERSTREET, the painter. Old
photte 2559.
WA:Tee1%13-A --c*OtEartit J. A. Rudy's.
Good wages.
WANTED-Plain aqd fancy sewing
Satisfaction guaranteed. Miss Anna
Davis, 423 South Nineteenth street.
FOR SALE--clood second-hand
mantle and grate fixtures. Apply 428
South Fourth slreeL
FOR RENT-3 room house. • 431
Adams street. ApplY nee North Sew.
arch, old phone 1132.5.'
J. K. MORGAN horse shoeing,
general repairing, rubber Urea, 4Ve
South Third.
WANTED-Lady stenographer for
wholesale business, must be compe-
t. Address Lock Box --5-8-5e -
iWANTED--PosItIon by experienced
grocery clerk or collector. Address
Ile care Sun.
WANTED-To rent three or foui
room cottage. State location and
price. Address Si., care Bun.
FOR RENT-e-bline room bodge-on
90 foot loL High and dry, 410 South
Tenth. ,r. A. Rudy &.9ons.
SALE-Two bedroom suits
and one Quick Weal ranger,-almost
new. Apply 420"Washtngtitin:
FOR SALB-Horse, surrey and
he umehold goodb. Am leavuig •eity.
326 North Sixth street. '
FOR IiALE-----Perfectly gentle bug-
gy in hands high, at a bar-
gain. Old phone 1535,
FOR SALE-Barred Plymo
Rock eggs. 50c for 15. Old phone
1440.
E. C. COPELAND. fresco artist,
church. hall and residence wink a
specialty. Old phone 2631.
160191IT TO LOAN on real estate.
Phone 745, L.13. Sanders, 318 Smith
Sixth .street.
-F611--SALIC--Onseight foot exten-
sion dining table and gas range. New
Phone .97, ol phone
fitaneolle to plow tbeis
or lour &ail do Spine. /muftis.
Ring' olt me 9236. Ring I.
-FOR ii-littili-Four alai horses 113
excellent cOnditione' Jitharffon-Denbar
Coal Co. *lanes 203.
ANTED-A goolf-Toir
charge of shop. No drunkard need
apply.' W. T. Goedtnan, 1705 Metre%
street, city.
HtlfgE -on easy payments, 1 %-i•
reome.'lleo porches, paltry, de., Ilfc-
Crockett Real Estate & Mortgage (i0
New phone 02. old 7(5.
-7117-TlitTnhat old malt of last year
and Imes it cleaned and pressed by
James Duffy, !With Ninth near Broad-
way, and It will look like new,.
---1.014T-A good ride 11Vn
buy your buggy. pheeton or serrey
from Powell, Rogers & Co., ineorpor
ate& 131 North Third street.
POR RE-NY -March- 14, dwelling
7 Jefferson street. f rooms., all
conveniences Hot water fur-
nace. Apply to Wm. Hughes at Pa-
ducah Banking Co,
 4111
LOST-Gold Elgin watch in a
pocketbook. Old phone 1514. Lite
eral reward.
FOR SALE-At your own price
Household furniture, piano, Oliver
typewriter and touring car, at 1530
Broad street. H. Bridgman,
FOR RENT-One nicely' furnished
front room with board. Bath, etc
sevetagerrei4e44e&r. 
Kentucky aveAue.
WANTED--Housekeeper and white
cook at the Home of  the Friendless.
Apply at 412 Clark between 8 and 12
a. nf.
FOR SALE-Certificate good tot
$86 on purchase of Baldwin piano or
planola. Address J. L. R., care Sun,
stating what poll 10111-givit (et It.'
FOR RENT-April f2nd. Beven.
room fiat, second floor, Thompson
apartment house 417 Washington
street. Phone 213.0.
LET US Sell yogr real estate, We
will collect your repta, pay your taxes
and relieve you of all worry. Mcf
Cracken Real Estate and Mortgage
Co. New phone 62.
LOST,--Blacke leather pocketbook
between Second street and Mayfield
toad. Contained $38.211 wben lost.
Return to th:s office and receive half
of contents.
HORSES AND MULES WANTED.
--We will be at Jas. A. Glauber's
stable, Third and Washington, 'Satur-
day, March 28, to buy horses and
Imam Layne & 'Leaven.
t'OR BALE-All of household ,
goods including fine druggets, furnit-
ure, curtains. etc. Breaking up house-
keeping. Goods been in use only one
year. Dr. W. F, Alvey, 416 North.,.
Fifth street. .
LOST-Three weeks ago, wheel.
!reinter, slender, two liver spots on
tern to -C. E. Sharp, 122 Kentucky-
head: answers name "Mack." Re-
aienue and be rewarded.
FOR SALE-64 acres, eight miles
end of Brook mare Ill. No..hetter lane
In Illinois, Barn 60a44, fear Mona
cottage, good fences.. Smelt, on It. V.
D. Price for a few days, $2.600.
See Sharp. Hogan's grocery, 122 Ken-
tucky avenue.
YOUNG MEN to prepare for exam
for railway mall and other govern
ment positions. Superior instruetieu
by mail. Eelablielied 14 years. Thou-
sands of successful students. Sam-pie
qflestknis and "How Government Po-
sitions are Bemired," sent free. In-
ter-State Schools, 50) and Ave., Ce-
dar Rapids, Iowa.
DM-RV LANK BURNS.
lAprodion nwater be lowenically
I)estroyed.
Loudon. March 25.-Drury Lane
theater, one of the most famous in
London, was practically destroyed by
Are. The whole interior of the thea-
ter was destroyed and the walls were
badly damaged' The flame.; were first
discovered about 4 ceelock in the
morning, bursting from the windows
of theibuildling. It was then too late
to nave the structure. which burned
reel), despite the efforts of the fire
brigade.
Notice",
All niPmbers of Ingleside Rebecca
Lodge No, 17. I. 0 0. F., are request-
ed to be present at the regular meet-
ing Wednemday night. March 25. at
7.30. Several candidates are to be
Initiated Lunch will be served after
the meeting.
LUCY ORE, N. G.
ETTA tilliCKI0NBACM, Bee.
The sigallas Sun-Inve a Week.
slob aahe 4e."\,_WI•jj e4M&/'
Snowdrift
FIQGLESS LARD
.The one and only absolutely
pure 'cooking-fat that gives com-
plete satisfaction under all cul-
inary conditions. Far better and
cleaner than the best hog-lard,
and always goes farther. As good
as butter for all kinds of cooking,
from bread-baking to fish-frying.
Made by Nature, and, therefore,
of ftatural purity.
• • THE • SOVTHERN • COTTON • OIL • CO • •
_A'ewrork-Savar; whbitlarta..AiwOrleans Chicago,
gels • elate
Dr. Wiley Got the Goods.
Not long ago Dr. Wiley, the -gov-
ernment's pure-food expert, walked
Into a 4ashingt00 cafe and took a
seat. He evidently knew just what
he wanted, for, waving aside the b1:1
of fare the bowing waiter proffered,
ha. said:
en. •
"Bring me a chicken pire-one of
those little individual ples.•"
A few minutes later ?Varier-set lie
fore him, brown and hot, and.with a
smile of anticipation he broke the
crust to find just beneeth a three-inch
feather.
"Take this away!" he commanded.
"What does it mean, anyway? Tell
me that."
The *after was evidently a man of
resource, fur he Immediately leaned
over and said as a confidential voice-.
",Why. All tell yo' sah. TVs dis
way: Yo' know dat Dr. Wiley been
raisin' such er howl 'bout food not
be-in' what hit was claimed ter be. de
cook des puts one chicken ladder in
each one of dem pies to show ter folks
dat dey's recebin' de genwine article,
sah."-Wtern Homemaker.
',Really," said the gentle critic, "I
thought Hamm acted very well last
night, In spite of the fact tint he was
quite ill." "I think," replied the
carping ditto, "that he acted well be-
cause of that fact. Being ill, you see,
he was not hlmself."-Philadelphia
Press.
6.11.11111mil% Give Us a Share of Your
I INSURANCEAll Kinds of Insurance
!.J. PAXTON
:Phone .3138
•
LILLARD SANDERS (.
151-1(,rse 768
•••111.110,WOOMEMINEMMAIIIIMEIMBIL. 41.11.11111.111111 011.111111111111111.0011MUIND
Hotel Marlborough
Broadway, 36th and 37th Sts., Herald Square, New York
I
Niost Centrally Located Hotel on
Broadway. Only ten minutes walk
to 2$ leading theatres. Completely
renovated and transformed in every
department Up-to-date in all re-
spects. Telephone in each room.
Four Beautiful Dining Room.
with Capacity of 1200.
The Famous
German Restaurant
Broadway's chisf attraction for Spe-
cial Food Dishes and Popular Muse
Caressesa Plaa, Mil Illease. al betas.
tra k mewIt .50 wag upward. $2.00 and upward wall both. Probe, B•41•1111111111/.1.atli$ 3.00 aud upward. $1.00 Cabal whorl two posse.. Wcupy • angle ODOM
WHITT Eviii DOOK LIFT. 
SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
L. PA T1F_RN EY . 1611smages
lars
Now Ready for Business
 NW
PATTON StEAM LAUNDRY
AI Seventh and Adam
HE new Patton Steam Laundry, with a
complete equipment of the *newest and
most modern machinery, is now ready to re-
ceive your work. No detail which will add
to the quality and appearance of ourW-citk is
missing; we guarantee you
Better Work for Less Money
viittNE5715.
Shirt ez 8 CtiitCQlIrM 2 Cents
Just Give Us st Trial: That's All We Ash
EARL PATTON
Manttgtw
 MEW 10
FREAKS STAY
IN CIRCUSES
Doing ‘uay With Them i
Neu York Alone.
These "Freaks" Prefer to Be 4 'ailed
-PridIgire"-Htse itaruarus Ste/t-
ill the Hastsinees.
HAYS: MADE MITCH MONEY
Human prodigies who retired-years
ago with fame and the dollars of nor-
mal beings, says the New York Even-
ing Post, may not proffer too much
sympathy to their successor in the
side-show. The circus freak is not to
pass tbrever, as some have thought;
it is merely to pass New York, which
likes variety.
The lire-eater, the swokisswallower
and the man whose diet consists of,
needles, will still arouse wonder and
interest in other towns. There will
be work for the telescope man, exhi-
bitions of living pictures by the ta-
tooed man, peculiar motions on the
part of the expinsionist and cohtrac-
tionist and dislocationist. Nor will
the bearded lady, the lionrfaced boy.
the human pin-cushion, or the elastic
skin man have to look for new ft4lds
of endeavor. And the jokesmith, he
who has relied for Inspiration upon
the attenuated figure of the human
skeleton, and the embonpoint or the
fat will be able to rewrite his
quips, as of old.
Perhaps it is wisp. for these peo-
ple, unfortunate as to looks and shut
or( from many pleasures, must care
for thenfselves and live to the end.
They are pidloeophic.al end accept
their lot graiefully. Some even take
a 'measure of pride In being unlike
other people; not a few are able sue-
easefully to gauge their value as "at-
tractions." All live in a world of
the:r own, and do not mingle to any
extent with the crowd. This is not
benause they are outcasts, but be-
cause too much Intercourse with aver-
age humans would .tend to destroy
their usefulness as oddities.
Several men and women who spent
years on the side-show phOorm are
now living in affluence in various
parts of the country. One so-called
prodigy. Capt. A. V. Bates. who mar-
ried Annie Swan, perhaps the largest
woman ever exhibIt.ed,• has a large
stock farm in Ohio, and breeds draft
horses. Two negro gide' who are
joined, together, accumulated a for-
tune as frog ang_ttow_clan
yp the original "What
Is it?" Is still alive, and so Is Mrs.
Tom Thumb.
Others might be Walled. though Dot-
all have succeeded in remaining pros-
perous. A freak's earning capacity
naturally depends on hit powers of
attraction, and there are some who
can commend $200 or WO a week.
lin addition to returns from the sale of
their pictures. Last year. said a shoe.
man, a freak came here from Europe,
and his bank account already amounts
to $5,000. The showman said he could
vouch for the sum.because the bookwas la his „ff.. Te.s psseligy is an
undoubted attractIon, and if be con-
tinues to put away his cash be should
have a handsome competence in a few
years .
Living in the atmosphere of the
dime museum or circus, freaks are
not unaware of the advantages of free
advertising. A few years ago. in
London, some of them objected to the
term freak, and said that the word,
prodigy was a more dignified &owl-!anon. The London newepaper%
swallowed the tale the prodigies were
urged by their managers to write let-
ters of protest to the editors, and by
the time the erscusaton ended It had
found a place in the columns of con-
tinental newspapers, and had *cep es-
tended by cable to this side of the At-
lantic.
The first man to tee posibilities in
the exhibition of freaks was P. T.
Barnum. Before the civil seer be
had them in his Ann Street Museum
5.
SPRING
WIPES
This 113 the time of year
when the hnman system un-
dergoes a radical change and.
many fatnilles assisting na-
ture get their spring rtbsipes
fille(1. To all such we want
it known that we 'are best
equipped to furnish higheut
gratis drugs and put them ap
in the most satisfactory man-
ner-___Prescriptions will be
promptly tiled and delivered
free to any part of the city.
S. 11. WINSTEAD
I )1-tsgai I st
Se•enth and B 'Awe),
Bail Passes 156
_ 
PAVPIEre Cx•NA (1,k1.0•ENTS NEED
ata ti
Blestese itecovery By Preatets
eireserth.
There is just one thing the mat-
ter with a person who less been sick--
that is, weeknees.
To all such people In Paducah we
recommend our delicious cud liver
preparation. Vinol, as the very best
!strength creator ee have ever sold in
our store.
Vince streterthen•- the digestive or-
gans. creates an appetite. promotes
sound weep, makes rich, red blood,
and builds up a depleted system to
health and vigor.
This is because Vinol contains in
a highly concentrated form all of the
medicinal and itrength creating ele-
ments of cod liver oil, actually taken
from fresh cods' livers, with the use-
less, nauseating oil eliminated and
tonic iron added.
We return money to the.. who
try Vinol and rel••eive no benegt - -
W. B. McPherson, Padulah, Ky.
-that famous repository of the real
and 'lineal. His most consistent:0ns
prodigy was Tom Thumb, who was an
unqualified "sumess," both here and
abroad. 'Annie Swan was another of'
his drawing-cards, and Chang. thei
Chinese ghost also helped to fill the
Barnum exehecquer.
Finally Mr. Barnum formed his
traveling museum of "giants and
dwarfs"-the latter were not called
midgets in those dos-and sent it on
the road.. That was the beginninie of
circus sidesehows. It was a sneeess
that brought imitators, and then dime
museum5 sprang up like mushrooms
in the large titles, and each had its
aggregation of freak=, ,ome genuine.1
some made up. Subsequently, Bar-
ngm's partner. Bailey, conceived the
idea of gathering 'all the available
freaks into a "congress of giants and
midgets." and the evolution of freak-
dom was complete
Only one dime museum, at which
read freaks are exhibited., exists in
New York today: the tither fell away
years ago Showmen say that New
York has ten all the freaks that are
worthy Of exhibition, and although
they can ilways• get duplicates. the
supply of "nee and original" Is prac-
tically atk
Rank \foolishness.
"lit'llen attacked by a cough or a
cold, or when your throat is sore, it is
rank foolishness to take any other
medicine then Dr. King's New Dis-
covery," says C. 0. Ethridge, of Em-
pire, Ga. "I have wed New Discover,
seven years and I know It Is the best
remedy on earth for coughs and colds,
croup and all throat and lung trou
tales. M7bhil4rerz a._111/4n.St to
ti 0T-tier' ilelf-'13rscovery quiekly
cures every attack." Known the
world over as the king Of throat and
brag rerapilies.,--nold-usiler guarantee
at all druggists. 60c and $1. Trial
bottle free.
INDIAN BATTLE
FOUGHT ON THE FARM OP JOHN
M'ELVA. NEAR MANSAC,
Slueleton of Tall Dothan and Tuana-
hawk Dug 1.1,--4ttber Itelke
round.
well preserved skeleton and
tomahawk were uncovered by Mr
John McElya, a well known farmer
near Massac yesterdo, the bones
being plowed up in an old field cn.
Mr. Mc'Eltg's farm. Tbe frame was
that of a man about six feet tall and
was so well preserved that the grew.
some relics could be gathered up and
carried away. Mr. MeElyst's farm is
believed to have been the scene of as.
Indian battle. as numerous relics have
been found in that vicinity, a large
Arrowhead being found a few days
ago by one of the surveyors for the
Paducah Northern railroad. ,
A Weber Health Level.
"I have reaches a higher health
level since I began using Dr. King's
New Life Pills," writes Jacob Springer
of west Franklin, Maine. "They
keep my atomise/1, Aver and bowels
;working just right." If these pills
, cilsappoint you on trial, money will
be refracted at all druggists. 25c.
HEAR OF SISTER'S DE.ITH
Al' NASHVH.Liff Tl'ESDAI.
Messrs W and V. G. Garner. the
furniture dealers, received a telegram
.yesterday announcing the death of
their slater, Mrs. Maude Tolbert. at
Nashville They left yesterday after
noon to attend the funeral.
It Does the Business,
Mr. E. E. Chamberlain. of Clinton,
Maine, says of !Nekton's Arnica Solve,
"It does the business; I have used it
for plies arid :t cured them. Used It
for chapped bands and it cured them
Applied It to an hid sore and It healei
It without leaving a sear behind." 16c
at all druggists,
"Lodi." said,Plodding Pete. "would
Von help a man dies seen hotter
days!"
After a generous medi she ventured
to inquire. "Wisest was it that you
saw better days?"
"Last summer."-Wasbington Star.
Man wants hut 11Stie here below-
that I, he wants a ilttie more than
be can get.
ORDINANCES
ORDERED PREJ'AREJ) BY JOINT
cosonTTEE die COUNCIL.
Rea Pa rem, Milk Inspector's Fees
street %sem\ mad (-War !Act-lune«
t tweitiered.
The ordinance committees of the'
boards of aldermen and eouncilinen.
met last night and instructed the cits
sulk itor to prepare gee new mess-.
tires One provides for concrete -side-
walks on the east side of North Pit-
teenth street between Clay and Trio.'
ble streets Another Axes the license
to be paid by cigar manufacturers at
$.10.
The ordinance regulating the price,
to be charged by veterinarians for in-
specting cows Was ordered prepared
and brought in by April 6. The meas-
ure provides that not. more than 50
cents can be charged for each head of
cattle examined, where there are -10
or more in one herd. The other ordis
nances are the ones regulating mov-
Irsg picture shows and hack fares,
A Clare for Misery.
"I have found a cure for the misery
malaria poison prodocee." Says R
James, of Lounlen. 8. C. "It's called
Electric Bitters, and comes in 50 cent
bottles. It breaks up a case of chills
or a Wilk:sus attack in almost no time,
aid It puts yellow jaundice clean eat
of commission." This great tonic
medicine and blood purifier all'es
quick relief In all stomach, liver end
kidney complaints and the misery of
Wise back. Sold under guarantee atall druggieft.
Lite is short at ti•-st. po don't waste
ant of It worrying over the affairs ot.
other people
FOR
RENT
Rooms o
Lendlet & Ly-
don,
'Pt
Stamper.
Possession
- March 1, 1908.
LEN DLER
LYDON
ii
KODAKS
We have two special
values to offer in lio-
daks. Drop in and
let us show them to
you. Booklet Free'.
Mc P H EASON'S
DRUO STORE
-aw
FIRST CUSS LIVERY
MODERATE PRICES'
Theft are the .foundations upon
which We are building sweetie.
Our hones are groomed to the
pink of condition always &odour
equipment the best, yet our
prices are extremely reasonable.
Next time you want to take a
drive, just call
HAWLEY AND SON
Either Phone 417-421
100 Jefferson St,
111
MeClore's aragaxine 11:1.110
or American
Reader Magazine.... 11.06
Metropolitan ..1.$g
or World Today
or Woman's Home
Compen too $6 00
All for $3.00, Half Pries
Amulet Magazine ...$3 00
Review of Reviews ..3
Or Outing
or Alnstee'm
or Smart Set 11111
16 00
Roth for 115.00, Ralf Price
Home Magazine .. .$1 00
MeClure's ..1 60
or CoernopoUtam
or American
or Success
S2.60
Roth ter 111.45
You get handsome, well
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give promt personal at-
_ tention at all times.
HARRY ANDeRSCIN, PHONE 915
CORTRIGHT MLIAT, SIIIMJLLS
.‘tOtalptt
0aV•Vaa•alt‘ woo
altlaeAW w000,inoOtottOots
also. towtwoo • •
alkall~la• \ 
II 011101 %%%%%
199119 %%%%%
N•WINNIPP101011.01M44
aWMIIIMIOW '..^Tre.,',"•"" • IR • • • •.• • e
NEVER LEAK L
;outuipgatweragasollgtoes
. What never leak? ExActi); never leak, ncter needs repairs of any
kind, and last as long as the building itself. Neither melting snow, nor
" the worst driving rain can possibly reach the interior of the-building
that's covered with Cortright Metal Shingles. Pretty good recommen-
dation'isn't it? In addition we might add they're fire-proof and light-
ning proof too. Think of it! and they are not as expensive as other
forms of rootihg. Step in and we'll show them to you.
Send for a 56-page booklet,' -Rightly Roofed Buildings," free.
G. R. DAVIES A BRO., Paducah, Ky. • HID Smith Third Street.
1The Bast Carriage
Service in.Paducah
House Cleaning Season is at Bard.1" 
Ynu'll want carpets cleaned.
BEAT them; we CLEAN th:rn.
We don't
That's whit
you want. .• .• .•
New City Laundry and
Carpet Cleaning Works
Phones 12,1.
City Transfer Co.
• b -
C. L. Van Meter, Manager.
All Kinds of Hauling. Second
and Washington Streets.
Wareliliitif for Storage.
Both Phones 499.
SAVE MONEY ON YOUR MAGAZINES
It la a great deal cheaper to plum ate usi subscrletione to sev-
ers : inagar-nes at the awns time and order them all together from
us than It is so LW, th• Warne magasInee singly or subscribe. to Use=
separately. Combination club offers are new mad* by wliloti sub-scr,•re to several zuzgazines an secure bargain prices, sometimes
three- or t(tur magas:nee for the Peace of one or two. Seh-ser.ptiorts may be seat to different addressee if desired, and may beegin with any month. Let k sow what niagalicee you are tak-Mg DOW or what Essisasiass4ros *sot to take text year, and we will
meet* lb* conibinatielli pike. showing saving to be afsetad.
Latina 8/1111104t NS.
Cosmopolitan ... ..11 00
Home Magazine ..1 00
Success 1 00
or Anierican
$3 00
All for IrJ-38
Wstiv Wet Ocean
and Farmer ....Si 00
Idecall's Magazine .. .60
wial pattern)
Home Magazine.... 1.00
$2 60
AR for 111118, Half Price
Designer.. .. • . .. $o 60
(with faahlone)
Cosmopolitan .. 1 00
Reeder Magazine .. 3 00
--
$4 60
All for $9.00
Complete Sabo-Option (Immerse, with beautaftil Harrison Fishercover, Inking ell magazines singly and in chins at lowest rates, sentyou free on receipt of postal card requeet
_
Central Magazine Agency • - Indianapolis, Indiana.
The Bobbiehlerellenmpany
F
YOUR FUTURE
may look bright and prosperous-but a -calm always
preeedes a storm." Prepare for the storm in yourlife-for the time when you pill need money-thergiIs only'oos way to do it-save, and you will be 11121.-of the future,
start today-a dollar will do it
We pay 4 per cent in on all Navin its AC-counts if laft with us six months or longer.
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
211 keadway
4
• 5-4. •
't o
"4
4
•
I
- T ;
•
PAMCATT ' `2•P- 44 • . PAGE BEVEL
'‘ EDGAR W. WIIITTEIORE
',REAL ESTATE
• •
•
•
AGENCY
FREE
REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
Call. Ses.1 or Tehrpi.c.sc for it.
noses 835 FRATERNITY BI.,OG.
PADUCAH, KY.
NEW STATE 110TE1
ILETROPOLLS. flL
D.A.. Bailey, Prep.
Sewage aad bees botet l tare ellk
▪ MVOS. Two large sang*
Mina Rath rooms, Electric Laglite
N. ()sty matron, located Hotel It
kw city.
0011.141411CIAL PATRONAGE 110
LIOETED.
▪ LOMB a TENNESSEE RIVE*
PACKET COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
rott %NON E/414KE wpm.
gait C1,1 DM
Leaves Padua& for Tenor/we Mem
Kbery Wedaesday at 4 p. m.
A.. W. WRIGHT Ilastas
litUtiENK ROBINSON  Clare
I
Tb:s company is not reeponste.e
for Invo,ce harass unless colleetet
by the clerk of the boat.
Siamese exeursion rates from Pale
cab to Waterloo. Fare for the roan(
trip 88.00. Leaves Paducah ever;
Wednesday at 4 p. a.
x--
----_,Tt17-4-1'-----.111111411111-1FILIalll,P.Alk-ROARP AIR
• , I
•
•_ CAIRO LINZ.
(lsoorporated.)
EVANSVILLE-PADUCAH PACKET1
(Daly ElleePt Snaday.)
" Breather/ JONI !Maier and John I
Rept:tut leave Paducah for Event)
VUle and say lending' at 11 a. m
THE Nal:AMER DICK FOWLER
Leaves Peducah for Cairo and wa
landings at 8 a. m. sharp, daily, ea
meet Sunetay. Special excursion ratio
now in ete ,t from Paducah to Cain
and returu, with or without aesh
asd room Good mask and table al
en maimed .
For further Information apply ti
It A. Fowler, eereral Pass. Agent, o
Given Fowler, City Pass Agent, a
Foster Crumbeugb elk Co's 0111•14
First and Broadway.
KILLThi COUCH
min CURS TM LUNGS
-wr-r," Drs.
Ne 
Fines
wt Discovery
FOR CM* briVt..
AU MX fallOAT FIB LUNE TEINNMES.
OVIAJL3NTI3pflATISPA0703,
OA BIONIIT 'WAD.
ILLINOIS Cfr.NTRAL KX-
ClItSION IiitigULETLN.
The following reduced rates
are announced:.
MARDI GRAB
New (Means, March 3,
111113.
For th• above occasion the
Illlnos Central Railroad com-
pany will *11 round Nip tick-
et,' on February 26, 47, IS,
29 and on March 1 and 2,
1908. for 815.15, good re-
turning until Match 10, 1008.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Wire, Filth and
BrOddimay or Union DepOt•
J. T. DONOVAN,
Lit City Tic:4100W
R. M. PRATHMR,
Agent Unless Depot
affIPWINNOWN1111111111111111111111111110111111.
Druggist
I Elmwth and Caldwell Strull•
IlUggroson TO C 0 RIPLEY
I Prestripfiess Cwrfilfy Cm:Ail/ed.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
INonPlf4'TLII Ilk CILIRLES HARRIS
- - LAST N1tarr.
Paducah eesnusemodery Complanseested
By Odlicer fee He heiceileast
Almost the entire membership of
the Padmah ezonivandery of the
Knights Templar was present at the
inspection last night conducted by
Ile Charles Harris, eminent com-
mander of the Versailles lodge. The
eispector was highly pleased with the
• onditiou of the teganization and said
II is oire of the beet in the state. Mr.
Hiram %Thep. past eminent pm-
mender of the Versailles commenters,
accompanied Mr. Harris. •
DON'T COMPLAIN.
If your chest pains and you are us-
able to sleep because of a cough, buy a
bottle of Ballard's Horehound flyrug
and you won't have any cough. Oast a
bottle now and that cough will sot
last long. A cure for all pulmonary
diseases. Hrs. .1 --. Galveston Texas,
write's' -I can't any enough for Hal-
liard • ildlnabound .Syrup. The relief ItI.. given me Is all that Is necessary
for me to say."
Hold by J. H. Oehlechlaeger, Lang Bros.
and C. 0. Ripley.
' A llatismothee Teeth.
Miners ex lovelies near Stetted*
made a very interesting prehistoric
find ri the remains of a naantreoth
ii exoellent state of progervatime So
far, .as a. Lemberg. eorrespondemt of
the Iran Mall Gasiette, the poetics:is
dug out isselude twp teeth, liotSe six
f; et in length, but in five or six
jaw bones, parts of the vertebr col-
umn, and three or four yards of „hide,
upon 'tech the bier is still treah:
yenta and other bones and one foot
of the animal. The resuarkableteltette
preeervation In which the skeleton
ass found is attributed to the fact
hat tit soil in the district is per-
meated with. mineral Wilt earth wax
and natural rases.
A MART
Should be aueshIse la the home, and
will be If you give it White's Cream
Veraange. the greatest worm medi-
cine ever offered to suffering humanity.
This remedy is becoming the perms-.
rent fixture or well-regulates!, house-
holds. A mother w+th children can't
get along without a bottle of White's
Cream yermlfeute In the house. It is
the gUreat on g best medicine that
11141114.7 an la,.
aulg by J It. Oehlocklabger. Lang Brea
and C. 0.-
•
You can't -blame a dressmaker for
eittatiug to wort on pay trains.
(LEG
OPERATORS are WANTED on eerount of new
g-hour law. Railway Wires are cut Into
Drou si ton's Qolleges for loudest,' use. 4
DOOKILIEPING r,',1!",r;t)=P4r._
1
2.4•Itto proposition. colleens. that he temenee
!MON bookkeeping In VINES muaitus than
they do in sit..
!SHORTHAND n opt rem ot Mel; a.tiourt Us/porters write
' thb Stcr hand lsr:tugts..0 teaches—elle meg
gives contmets,
hsis k.si hy chains)! 044-
44.144.11. $300.000.00 cellist, and IC years'
snec• ca. loiterers liseitiews tinder rteteonalart
Condit k11111 ,,r rollout itilt.on. atIlk WM. e041•
W4111114 001 "swine.' Of all 414, ala.V.' fats,
Is FULL. Addretut .1 no. . I went I shun, rivet.
DRAUGHorrs
PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
re...ea to slaw
(Incorporated.)
PAD8."CAII-214 Broadway.
or tleniphi• or St. bolsi:.
1
 Jr. W. COLEMAN
All the patent medicines aad
teilet articles advert;sed in this
paper are on sale at) •
McPherson's Lui.L.S7,0111
Fourth and
EIENRY IAUEN, At•
11111110T11111 TO IMMO AM
woman.
sag lebeillog. Sank Wilk belt
IAlwary Weer • spenhafty.
When you want quali-
ty, either in cut flowers,
floral designs or plants,
order from
BRUNSON'S
FLOWER SHOP
529 Broadway. Both Moos 391
DATA FOR TARIFF
REVISION URGED
(Oontinued from First page.)
ceivers; or else in some other way the
irterests of the stockholders should
he consulted, so_that the management
may not,be wholly redeliverod to the
nein or men the failure of whole pol-
es may have necessitated the crea-
tion of the receivership. Receiver-
steps should be used, not to operate
reads, but at speedily as possible to
pay ewe debts and return theta to
their proper owners.
.tett-Tnssit Lew.
In add;liOn to the &amnia 1 hats
already urged on your attention, it
has now become important that there
should be an amendment of eke anti-
trust lave because of the uncertainty
ae to how this law affect" combina-
tions among labor men and farmers,
if the combteation has any tendency
to restrict interstate vommerce. AU
of these combinations. if and while
existing for slid engaged in the pro-
Motion of inu-ocent and 'proper pur-
poses, should be recognized as kgal.
As I pave repeatedly pointed out, thee
aete!rust lave was a most uftwisely
drawn statute. it was perhaps inevit-
able that in feeling after the right
remedy the first attempts to provide
each should be crude: and it was ab-
solutely Imperative that eonie legisla-
tion should be palsied to control, In
the interest of the meek, the letaisess
use of the enormous aggregatkorte of
corporate wealth that are so megfked
a feature of the modern Indust's-tat
world. Bet the present anti-trust
law, le its construction and working,
ha e exemplified only too well the kind
of, legislation which, under the
guise of being thorough-going, is
drawn up in such sweeping form as
to become eillf$1 ineffestive or else
mischievous.
TWICKeTOLD TEsTINIONL
teetotal' lerespie Are leisug AU They
'Can for Fate" etaterers.
Paducah testimony has bleu pub-
lished to prove the merit of Doales
Kidney Pills to others in Paducah
who suffer from bad backs and kid-
ney ills. Lest any sufferer doubt
that the cures made by Doaa's
Kidney Pills are thorough and last-
ing, we prodece contented proof—
statements trOm Paducah people lay-
Mg that the curer thee told bf years
ago were itermauent. 'Beres a Padu-
cah cud:
J. W. Wooten, retired, of 1103
Burnett street, Paducah. Ky.. says:
"About awn years ago I gave a state-
meat for publication telling of the
great merits of Doan's Kidney Pills
and what they had done for we after
other remedies had failed to even
help me. I was at that time a suf-
ferer from backache and kidney trou-
ble of years standing. My rest at
night was greatly broken and my
health was greatly run dowel, I
learned of Doan's Kidney Pills and
procured them it DuBois & Co.'s drue
store. I took them as directed and
was greatly benefited. This Was seven
years ago and at this time. Febreary
18, 1907. I think even more high!)
of this" remedy than I did then, as It
has stood the test. I most heartily
endorse Doen's Kidney Pins."
For sate by all dealers. Price .50
cents.. Foster-Milburn CO.. .Buffalo,
N. Y., sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name—Doan's—
and take no other.
in the mod.re. Industrial world
combinations are --absolutely neces-
sary; they are very necessary
among business men, they area
necessary among laboring men, they
are becoming more and more neces-
sary among farmers. Some pf these
combinations are „ among the ,most
isewerful of all instruments for
wrongdoing. Others offer the only
effective way of meeting actual busi-
ness; needs. It Is mischievous and an-
wholesome to keep upon the statee
books unmodified a law, like the anti-
-Rule eilielteeetifie in' pricitee
only partially effective against vielotei
combinations/, has. neereertheiees itt
%Levey been vonetrued• so as sweep use
ly to prohibit every combination for
the transaction of modern business.
Some real gmed has resulted from.
this law. But the time has collie
when it is imperative to modify' it
Such modification is ursrutly needed
for the sake of the business men of
Ole country, for the sake of the wage-
workers, and for the sake of the
farmers. The congress can not affone
to /cave it on the statlite books in its
present shape.
It has now become uncertain how
far this law may Involve all labor oe;
ganizations and farniers' Orgentele
dons. as well as all .businesworganiza-
times. in conflict wtth the law: cir, If
w• secure literal compliance with the
law, how far it may result in the de-
struction of the organizations neces-
enry for the transaction of modern
i`USillt.t4P, as well as of all labor or-
asslastions and farmers' organize-
tfons. elnitp`xtel.% ch4Wit the wisemove-
nt for securing business co-opera-
t.,,n amulets farmers, and put back
half a (entre the progress of the
movement for the betterment of later.
A bill has triTn presented In the con-
Alessi to reaAdy this situation. Some
stee weasel* as this bill is seeded
the iutereat of all engaged in the
industries; which are essential to tke
exeintry is well-being. .1 do not pre-
tend to say the exact shape that the
bill should take and the sugeestIons
have to offer ere teritheive; and•
views would apply equally to
other measure which, would ac
the desired end." 'bearing this in
mind, I would suggest, Merely tenta-
tively, the to/lowing alleges In the
law: •
Tfie guhstantive part of the anti-
trust law should remain as at present;
that is, every contract In restraint of
trade or commerce among the severmi
states or with foreign nations should
continue to be declared illegal; pro-
vided, however, that some proper gav-
el noontide! authority (such as the
emailaskon of oorporatielle acting
under the secretary of commerce and
labor) be allowed to pass us any
such contracts. Probably the best
method of providing for this would
1.41 to enact that any contract, subject
W the prohibitive contained in the
peti-trust law, inio•which it waside-
Wired to enter, might he filed Islet the
bureau of meliorations or other ap-
Kopriate executive body. This
would provide publicity. Within, say.
sixty daps of the Illing--which perky,'
could be extended by order ve the de-
epentent wneneveer for an) reason
It did not give the department Butt-
el( ft time for a thorough examina-
tion-eelsp exemillee department has-
her 'power rafght forbid tire contract,
which would then, become subject to
the provisions of the anti-trust law,
If at all in restraint of trade, •
If no such prohibition was issued,
the contract would then only be liable
to attack on the ground that It C°11.•
billeted ensunreasonable restralet of
Whenevere the period of tiling
hods owed without any such prohibi-
tion, the contracts or combinationj
ceuld be (Ieapproted or forbinden
only after notice aid hearin. With I
icasonable provision for sumtnary re-
view on appeal by the court.. tabor
ny
organizations, farmers' orgaaleatlorra.
and other organezations not organ-
ized for purpose of profit, should be
allowed to register under the lawsby
giving the location of the' head °dice
ihe charter and by-laws, and the
names And addresses of their principal
oMcers. In the interest of all these
oiganizations--business. laboe and
farmers' organizations
present provision permitting the re-
covery of tpreefold damages should
be abohshed, and as a substitute
therefor the right of recovery allowed
for should be only the damaies mese
tamed by the plaintiff and the cost of
▪ including a reasonable attorney's
fqe.
The law should not affect pending
suits; a short statute of limitations
should be provided, fo far as the Pest
Ist concerned, not to exceed a year.
Mereover, aad even nivre in the hi-
teregateof laborrthan of expenesseeola-
ninations, all such tulle brought for
causes of action heretofore occurred-
should be brought only if the contract
or combination complained of was un-
fair oe unreasonable. It may be well
to remember - that all of , the smite
hitherto brought by the government
under the anti-trust law have been in
cs -where The ertnielitenE or con-
tract was in fact. `vnreaVon-
able. and aeainst the public interest.
Partite* Lewd.
It is important that we should en--
courage trade agreements between
employer ayd employe *where )hey are
test and fee. A strike es a clumsy
weapon •••... righting wrongs done to
labor, and we *hotted extend, so far
possible. the progellea of concilia-
tion and arbitration A's a substitute
fee strikes. Moreover, violence, dis-
order. amid coercion, whea committed
In eosin:eel:an with strikes, should be
Its promptly and as sternly repressed
as when committed in auy other con-
nection. Bet strikes themselyes are.
and should be, recognized to be en-
tirely legal. Combinations of work-
ingmen have a peculiar reason for
teeir existence. The very wealthy
individual _employer, and still more
the very wealthy corporation, stand
at an enortnous Advantage when com-
pared to the individual workingman:
and while there are many cases
where it way' not be necepare for
laborers to form a union, in many
other cases it is inditspensable, for
otherwise the theitseeds of small
units, the thousands of iedividual
.r.X „leo' .r.Arê dlas*-
•
Uralgla
Pains '
Are the result of, an
abnormal condition of
the more prominent nerve
branches, caused by con-
gestion, irritation, or dis-
ease. If you want to re-
lieve the pain try Dr. Miles
Anti-Pain Pills. They
often relieve when every-
thing else fails. They
leave no disagreeable
after-effects. just a
pleasurable sense of re-
lief. Try them.
,Insaye 
eyes,
te iuilel ate heahscee tight
ever m resity aMid
that my toes will burst, I also hav•
Nearside .in around my heart., I
have been taking Dr. Anti-
/rain Pigs recently end nee they re.
lIeve 
end It necessary to take more.=
those troubles twenty. I
two tablets for cri si.to reilef."
Mae. 'KATI!
It)? valley Skigairlike.
'I have •sfui mei • of neuralgia
and hay, doctored a great deal si 
Out /et Ins much benefit. Per th
Mat Iwo years I hamp_lesee lattamrer
Dr. Mlles' Anti-Pella PIM earn
*Drays me I have e= 60
with had neuralgia that I mei
thought I ..e.uia Is else,. lime
It Is necessary to take two of • art
but noser more • tristsy are
Isle'. "
• t414 T.Ynn ob.
Yore druggist mins Dr. lee' Anti.
Pain Pine, find we etitheetile Stile te
Mthe pees or Item pawns war)in to awerm you.
• Miles litclical Co, Elkhart, 134
werkingmen, will be left te-Leess lu
their dealings with tire one big unit,
the big individual or corporate em-
ployer.
Twenty-two years ago, hy the. act
te Attie 29. 1686, trades unions were
recognised by law, and the right of
lawful purposesringP
w
Ple 
to ics u erlyo rsobrimn foreeoaglI
ithied, thle right including coesbtuation
for mutual protectlen and benefits,
the regulation of wages, hours .en.d
conditlems of labor, and the protee-
lion of the Individual rights of the,
workiog men in the prosecution of
their trade or trades; and In the act
of Jitile 1. 1898, strikes were recog-
nized as legal in the same provision
that forbade participation in or in-
stigation of force or violence against
peewee. or property, or the atteme
to "prevent others from working. be
viqience, threat. or intimidation. The
business man must be, protected iii
person and property, and so must the
former and the wageworker: and as
regards all alike, the right of peaceful
combination for all lawful purposes
should be explicitly recognized.
The right of employers to combine
and contract with one another and
with their employes should be explic-
itly recognised: and so should the
right of the employes to combine and
to contract with one another and with
the employers, and to seek peaceably
to persuade others to accept their
views, and to Strike for the purpose
of peaceably obtaining from eniploy-
ers satisfactory terms for their labor.
Nothing should be done to legalize
either a Wieling er a boycott that
would be illegal at common laaw:
this being the type of boycott defined
and condemned by the anthracite
strike commissien.
Financial Legialados.
The question of flaseaclal legislation
Is now receiving seek attention in
bola Itousea that we have a 4104 to
*spent action before the close of the
Union. It is urgently necessary'
that there should be such action.
Moreover, action should, be taken to
establish postal savings banks: Thee_
postal savings banks are Imperatively
needed for the benefit of the wage-
workers and men of small means, and
will be a valuable adjunct to our
whole financial system.
The time has collie when we 'should
prepare for a revieion, of the tariff.
This should he. and indeed must be.
preceded by carrell investigation, It
I. peculiarly the province of the con-
gress and not of the prSsident, and
indeed peceliarly the province of the
bonne of eepreeenfatives, to originate
a terifetell and to determine upon Its
Itymgeeand Ant
It metes to me that before the close
of this iteason provision should be
made for collecting  full  material 
which will enable the congress elected
meet fall to astelsemedtately after it
comes into existence. This would
necessitate some action by the con-
gress at Represent session, perhaps in
'lte tint* of dtreetlngttre proper' colt,
mete*. toegather the necessary inform-
ation, both through the committee
iteelf and through government agent.'
elm should report to the committee
and should lay before it • the face
which would, permit It to act with
prompt and intelligent !Bermes. These
gevernment agent*, if ills not deented
wise fo appoitt ̀ individuals from out-
side the public service, might with. ad--,
ventage be members of the executied
departments, designathd by the presi-
dent, on his own motion or on the re-
quest of the committee, to act with it.
I am of the opinion, bowever, that.
one change In the tariff could  with ad-
vantage be made forthwith. Our for-
esee need every preitection, and one
method of protecting them would b.,
to put upon the tree list woOd pulp,
with a eorrespondiug reduction mice:
paper made from wood pulp, when
they come from any couutry that does
not put an expert duty upon Ahem.
Ample provision should be made
law Amu* SIM of Palms, WIWI* Slieskoolo, Sql and
llechalics' Fondly and Machine Co.
MIKE KNOWLES,. BEN
Nese lse 1023
214 Washington 1-1t. Paducah, KY•
McCLAIN 0 ROGERS
Contractbn for Painting and Paper Hanging
Prices Reasonable All Work Guaranteed
Both Phones (Peal
SCHMAUS BROS.
Both Phones 192.
Green Houses 50.000 Feet of Glass
Choke Cut Roses, per dozen — 4  si.00Carnation', per dozen  —  ' 50
Cyclamens and Primroses in bloom, r •.t plants.
Funeral work and decorations a specialty. We i.ive the largest line
of P. t Plantain the cite. Write for our 1906 tweillogue. Free de-
livery In any part of the OW.
 MEW 
for i permanent waterways commis-
sion, with whatever lesser is required
to make it effective. The reasonable
eepeetatioa of the people will not be
met unless the congress provides at
this session for the beginning and
prosecution of the actual work of wa-
terway improvement and control. The
eongress should iescognize in fullest
fashion the fact that the subject of
,the conservation of our natural re-
sources. with- which this commission
deals, is litirally vital for the future
o' the nation.
Numerous bills granting water-
pewee rights on navigable streams
have been introduced. None of them
gee the government the right to make
a reasonable charge (Or the valuable
privileges so granted, in spite of the
feet that these water-power privil-
eges are equivaleat to many thousands
of acres of the beat coal lands for
teeir production of power. Nor is ape
definite time emit set, as should a;-
says be done in such cases. I shall
be obliged hereafter, in accordance
with the pollee stated in a recent mes-
sage, to veto any water-power bill
which does not provide for a time
limit and for the-right of the president
or of the secretary concerned to fix
and collect-such a cbarge as he may
find to be-just and reasonable In each
case. •
THEO:MOM ROOSEVELT.
The White Hotiseeefarch 25, 1965., 
ALICE ROOSEVELT'S WICINDING
Was something to he recorded in the
annals of history. Herbino has been
acknowledged the greatest of liver
regulators. A positive cure for Bilious
Headaches, constipation. Chills and
Fever and all Liver complaints. - L. C.
Smith. Little Rock, Ark., writes:
"Hertoints Is the greatest liver medicine
known. Have used it for years. It
does the work."
Sold by J. H. yealechlaaser. Lana Bros.and C. 0. Ripley.
No malt is necessarily simple bee
eause he Free the sliple life.
Early Times
And
Jack Beam
Distilled in the spring of
1900. Sold in bottles with
the government $tamp
over the neck, showing
conclusively the age. .•
for the cupboard aid mediciae
chest there is loth* superior
siggpaillagre1011111111W11111111111E111116. 
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NOW is the TIME
to have your GAS STOVE cleaned
and put in good condition for
spring and summer use. We clean
all stoves and put in good working
order for the nominal charge of $1.
Repairs extra. Stoves called for
and delivered free. .° .•
Paducah islet & Power, Co.
•
• e
•
Ye.
Some of
the
.Vobby
Suits
to be
Found in
Our
Suit
De p ttment
TriE P In'ENING SUN
L. B. OGIL VIE & COMPANY
Offerings of Much Interest on our Second Floor for Thursday, Friday and
Saturday.  It will be of interest to you to investigate our stocks before buying.
1. New Tailored Skirts at Reasonable Prices
Bear in mind when you are looking at our line of Skirts you
are looking at the befit hand tailored garments made, also
the moat stylish garments, for they are direct from the
foremost skirt makers of America.
Panama Skirts In black, blue and brOwn, well made, new and
tylish; specially priced 84.98
(No alterations.)
Panama, Voiles and Cloth Skirts in black, colors and fancy,
preeliely trimmed, perfectly tailored- the skirt that has
given hundred absolute satisfaction Specially
priced     $.59S, $7 50, $8.0O3 $10.00, $12.50
(Alterations free.)
Short and Long Kimonas
Just received a full line of Lawn and Swiss Dressing Sacques
and Kimonas which we offer at very Speciall prices .• .•
White Kimonas
Short, made of a good guallty of white lawn, with white or
colored bands, hemstitched and bride stitChlug, very dainty
avid nice; while they last., $1.00
Three Lots of Kimonas
Colored lawn, trimmed ruffled, bands short._ .... 25c, 39c, 50c
Long Kimonas -
Made of lawn, well made sod trimmed; specially
priced. ---..111.00, $1 50, $250
Silk Underskirts,, Lace Coats, Spring
Jackets, Spring Tailored Suits
You will find our offerings in. these lines very much
underpriced. Like all our other lines, we buy this
class of goods from the best people in the business.
That's why we are sure of the quality. The prices
we are also sure are less than you would pay for
second elass stuff... That's how we are building
this business.
Black and Colored Silk Underskirts
Made of good quality of Taffeta, hand made and
finished: specially priced $1.9e pi 90, as 0o, Co utt
- Silk Lace Coats .
We are offering very special prices of Silk Lace Coats,
lined with good wearing silk made of best quality of
'wood fibre braids; nothing nicer. Specially
priced. 520. El5, .30 and 135
Spring Jackets
These cool eveuinge and mornings you want a nice
Spring Jacket. We have them in all styles, all quali-
ties and specially priced ..._ $7 50, $10, $12 50
New Spring Suits
It's needless to say much ab out the sttAic of Suits we
ilarry-only this: We can discount the others 25 per
Mit in every respect. The stylish little Jumper Soot
is here. also the nubby new cute, which are being worn
So notch east-all specially low prie(d.
Four Lots of Lace Curtains at Special Prices
We have four huts of Lace Curtains which we are going to
offer at a special prim. These curtaltis are Nottingham
La0e, full length, in white, cream and arab, perfect goods,
which were bought cheag and offered the same.
1:6/1 No. 1-50 pairs, 3 yards lung, white, cream, arab, Not-
tingham; special, per pair ... . 919c
LOT No. 2-50 pairs, rca yardt hog, white, cream and arab;
special, per pair 81.49-
LOT No. 3- 50 pairs, 3S yards loos, white, cream and arab:
special, per pair 111•98
LOT No. 4 pairs, 3% yards long, white, cream, arab or
two lone; special, per pair *Lae
White Quilts Specially Priced
We have two lots of White Quilts which wt• hough,'" oasillff
each. These quilta were bought direct and itt4iffir saving.
We etTer them to you at the same Money saving price as we
bought thew.
LOT No. 1-White cut corner fringed or plain, a dandy
quality; good, new designs, worth at least $2 00,
special • . . .. .1.00
LoT No 2-White, cut corners, fringed or plain, Martel*i
patterns, full lice, extra quality at $1'75; speetally priced,_ .
Me Cane, at 51.38
Great Values, Best Qualities- in Carpets, Matting, Xugs and Linoleum
If you have not as yet visited our Carpet Department this season, you must by all means do so, for if you are intending to buy
we can save you money, time and anxiety, for our stocks are of the best makes, choicest patterns and are shown by the most
'advanced methods and under best conditions- Ask to see the new Crex Mattings and Rugs. - •
INISIONNISM111111' 
PLAYERS
MANAGER 1.1.0VD, oF' VINI'EN-
NES, LINING '1-;11 UP.
Cairo and Padersh Players tee Prom-
ises( in the Feani in Eastern
Although there has been ho official
announcement of the material viewed
for the Vin•:•ennes Eastern Illinois
league, says the Vincennes 'omms-r-
a number of men .who are in
try out for the team have been heard
from and are as follows: 'Red Perry,
fotionerly with the Parloicah Kitty
leant; nick Brahle, a pitcher with
sante tehm; Jimmie Connors, first
liaaeatan. formerly with' the Cairo Kit-
t.- team; Jimmie Simpson, pitcher,
formerly with the -New Cast. Pa-.
team: W 8, Hart, cat -her. also com-
ing from the New Castle team; A.
Wellig. pitcher, formerly with the
Rock Island, Ill., 'team of the Thre
1 league; P. E. Stepson, pitcher, for
rnetly Univirsitoef Alabama; E.
•
Bissels Carpet Sweeper $2.50
Freedenburg, pitcher, from Scottie:10e
Pa.; Milt Brown, pitcher. from LeXlne
toe KY.: E. A. Beach. pitcher. East
Liverpool, 0.; A. Reed. pitcher, form-
erly on the plaiting staff of oRose Poly
at Terre gaute; H. Johnson, pitcher.
horn the-rnivessity of lose; August
Leben, Infielder, Bloomington. IN.: J.
McManus, Infielder, Logan Squares,
Chicago; Jim Buntin. infielder; Lea
Felgel, infielder. Washington, Pa.:
Jack Golden and Dude Wilson, Infield-
ers, Herrin. 111.; alas. Ultimate infield
er formerly with the Syracuse, N. Y
league, and Antos Freneli. of Carlisle,
the only outfielder so far signed.
l441.E (W 111011144144 AND MA4104.
I will, by order of court, sell the
property of ('has. J. Clark to the high
esi bidder on the let day of April, at
too a ne, at the Loeb stable, on Fifth
botween Broadway and Kentucky.
(consisting of one match team of grey
horses, the( other horses, two harks,
teo toots of double harness, one phae-
ton and harness, on a credit of three
and six months, with good and ate
prOved security. bearing 6 per cent
interest on all over $14o.
A. C. SHELTON.
Constable McCracken County.
I Men tend to approximate to (bets
own expectations.
THE KENTUCKY
Only One Day
FRIDAY
MAR. 27
Afternoon and Evening
2:3Q to 5:30 and 7:30 to 10:30
Ic
= =Admission===5c
ROAD WORK
U. It, OFFICE or PUBLIC ROADS
TLL.OF MODEL EARTH
ROAD.
Me plow, the Drag scraper. the Reed
(Padre and the split Log l)nag
Constiust Primed.
•
While American road builders are
s capable of constructing good roads
s those of an) country of the olti
%orld. they have not been as loyally;
• apported as the men of those coun-
tries In maIntalniag the highways
after completion. and the dep7orabls
state Of many hundred thousand miles
of roe/ is thus accounted for. Counte
and(i•Spnahip officials may at the out-
at stand the expense of having a road
hula, but th,#) sereououslj object
when asked to provide funds to re-
'mild the road that has been allowed
to go to ruin.
'-It Is important that ialit.imersolesrn
of the benefits to be derived from
Wood ea r t pianist that 'county boards
THE DAYLIGHT STORK
be trimmed with the need of e
politer tnaintenance of the ?Amp, and
that road builders and overtrrs :earn
tics' best to care for the road. 
, 
.n their
charge.
• The persistent and. powerful ene-
mies of earth roads are water and
narrow tiree,.and the constant effort
of the men JG charge of the roada
should be to guard against their
attmctive effects and remedi all dam.
age as quickly a, possible The Kim-
iyIe Implements which have been
foupd to be of greatest assistance in
this work are the pow, the drag
reraper. the wheel ecraper, the road
grader, and the split-log drag.
With a sandy soil and a "oilosoF
of claj. or clay and gravel. dr•ep wow-
ing so as to raise and mix the clay
tvIth the surface -soll and sand soti
Will prove beneficial. The csumhina-
lion forms a band-clay road at a
trifling expense. On the other hand.
if the road be entirely of sand • mis-
take will be made If it is plowed un-
less clay can be added. Such 'plow-
log wou:d merelj deepen the sand.
and at the same time break tip the
small amount of hard surface material
which may have formed. If the sub-
soil is clay and the surface want in
sand or gravel, plowing shoold not is
resorted to. se it would result In a
•
a
slaj surface raioler than one of sand
co- gravel. A road -.foreman multi
know not on:) v.h.tit to plow and what
'rot to plow. but hoe and when to
'plow. It the road is iof the kind which
according to the above Instructions
shculd be plowed over its whole
sidth, the best method is to. run the
first furrow in the middie of the mark.
and work out to the tudes. thus form-
ing a crown Results from such plow-
ing are greatest in the spring or early
sumno•r
In 'de( hes a pi -ow can be used to
ef.rol. advantage. _but should be Pe-
lf-owed by a scraper or grader. To
make wide. deep ditches nothing bel-
t, r than the ordinarj drag scraper ha.
set • n tit Vi.Pti For hauls under
Imo feet, or !II making It Is
esp•sially rvicealole. It is a mis-
take, however, to att. nopt to handle
ilong haul niateria. with this scraper,
as Q.t. Rh( el •c-ap, r i• better adept-
td to such work For hauls of more
than 2•1•41 feet 7 a wagon should_ be
used.
The machine inert general:). used
In road work 1. th..7 grader. or rned
'machit.e This machine is espee.ally
fek in smoothing and crowning the
,i4,ssi and in op••nlare ditches A clay
-oh-voll under a ,thin coathig of soil
'orhootold not toe distotrikei with a grader.
Curtain Stretcher3 98c
it La a'vo a mistake to use-• grader
Indi•cronilnatelj and to pull material
Trout d•telies upon a sand-ray road
Net infrequently turf. soil and silt
hum ditch bottoms are piled In the
middle-of the read in a ridge, making
mud holes a mrtanty. It is import'
ant In using a grader lo avoid build-
ing up the road too much , at one
time A road gradually buIR up by
.freqnent usc of the grader will last
better than if compieted at one op•or-
;shoe The foreman frequently thinks
;his read moist be high in the first in•
Hance lie pi:C% up mats-rat from
lit In. hes to a foot in depth only to.
! tarn, sit:: tl:o• arrival- of the first
ra.n, that ht. has fuonIshed the ma-
ts 0;41 tor ii, man, ino hes sit moul Al,
inateria; • fliM ht.` brought up In thin
!ay. r.., •••ree tajer sell peddled and
firmlj park. d to, roller or traffic be-
fore the nest ,:s -added.. A 1'0111E041h
mistake is to mown too high with the
road ina4-h ear low road.
The split-hug drag should be used
fill in tuts and smooth the road
when not o;o had') washed Th•
drag p0•$•.••••• great merit and is so
it cen-tructiLn and operation
that • tery farmer Arita have one
A special article wel be published
later telling how to make use of the
drag
SALOM
• •
• • •
fiferroleare Dues Neseillework.
A horny-handed man who itoencis a
large part of his time in the high-tem
oeratured 4roultpas of the wrote> loins:
tit partment of a daily nesspare r
mount. hardly be expected to be an
'adept at fancy Needlework, but Joe
Gordon, an employe of the Journal.,r a versatile genius of this very type.
- (Jordon's latest ereatlott la the cover
of a *Oa pillow, upoa whicat be has
, designed, In a reamed figure. the pict-
ure of a Teddy bier.- The design is
!constructed of Teddy bear yarn and ii'Lade bi- the skillful operation of a
tufting needle. Thousands Of feet of
1 aro were used In order to properly
Illibe the Snore above the beer. which
Is of very RINI velvet. apd the actual
time In 410eh (Jordon was empkoed
was twelve hours. —Eames City Jour-
nal.
-Now Yomm).- said Mrs Bull:-"1
want tom to be good while I'm oat"
"111 be good for a nickel," replied
Tommy.
-Tommy," she said. "I want yots
Yoe to rem...ostler that you mimeo be
a inn of mine 'unless you are good
Loulabfile COurier-Journal
"King Solomon's Mines" netted
p5,000 on its Seat Gale.
Or the Dance of Seven Veils
. Spectacular! Religious! Sensational!
FOUR GREAT SCENES
Scene 1--John the Baptist denounces Herod and his court. _ Scene 117-John the Baptist rebukes Herodias for her life
of pleasure and love of luxury. Scene 111—Herodias pleads for the head of John the Baptist. Scene IV—Salome
.dances before Herod and obtains the head of John on a charger. .* .* . • . . . . • . . . • • . . , . .. . •,
•
Sa'ome is a picture founded on fact, and centers around one of those
. powerful dramatic and tragic incidents which abound in Biblical history
In connection with "Salome" Pathe's "Picturesque Jerusalem" will be .exhibited, making all told a com-
prehensive and cducitional feature of a Religio-Biblical subject.
•
• 64
